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One of the things that has always 

struck me about Aldenham is its sense 

of community. I was only at Aldenham 

for two years in the Sixth Form, but 

even visiting the School for the first 

time, it had a feel about it that I have 

never forgotten. It’s a feeling of 

friendship and community that 

permeates throughout the School, and, as a weekly 

boarder, Aldenham always felt like a home away from 

home. Returning to School in January after a five year 

absence, I felt the same as I did when I visited for the first 

time. Aldenham has once again become a big part of my 

life, for which I am extremely grateful. 

One of my aims as the new Editor of the OA Review is  

to try and involve as many OAs as possible, whatever their 

age, in the magazine. Neil Sutherland (1966-70) has done  

a fantastic job over the last seven years he has served as 

President in targeting younger OAs, and encouraging them 

to come to Society events. His successor, James James-
Crook (M1968-72), will be continuing Neil’s good work,  

and we are looking forward to welcoming OAs of all ages  

to upcoming events.

The OA Review cannot be put together without a 

fantastic team behind it, and I would like to thank Sara 
Price (CR1987-2006), Lindsey Kelly (née Hall) (P1985-87), 
and Alice Erman (P2006-12) for their contributions to both 

articles, proofreading and ideas for this issue. My thanks 

also go to Hugh Schermuly (M1974-79), who once again 

has worked his magic and made this edition so beautiful.  

I am also extremely grateful to James James-Crook, who, as 

my predecessor, has been a great support, and for letting 

me take over his project. Finally, I am entirely indebted to 

the wonderful ladies in the OA Development office, Ann 
Saffery, Jackie Wilkie and Heather Sherman, Marketing 

Manager; thank you all for allowing me to come in and 

disrupt your afternoons, and letting me commandeer your 

office for meetings. You’re all stars!

I hope that you enjoy reading this magazine as much  

as I have enjoyed putting it together. Issue 45 has a careers 

focus, and we have chosen to celebrate an area that 

Aldenham really cultivates in its students: the Arts. In my 

two years at Aldenham, I was a part of the School Choir,  

a keen dramatist, and a member of the School Magazine 

committee, so the Arts is an area close to my heart; I hope 

you will forgive my indulgence in this! 

We love hearing from OAs about their achievements,  

so please do get in touch with us! You can reach us at  

oas@aldenham.com, or via our Old Aldenhamian Society 

Facebook page. We would love to hear what you think about 

this edition of the OA Review, so please let us know what you 

would like to see more of in our next issue - after all, it’s 

your magazine!

Have a fantastic year, and we look forward to seeing and 

hearing from you soon. Lydia Chapman Editor, OA Review

Email: lydchapman@icloud.com 
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From the President’s Desk
This year, Aldenham celebrates 420 years since being 
founded by Richard Platt in 1597. 

It was a personal honour to be elected 

President of the OA Society at the 

AGM in March and I intend to 

continue the excellent work achieved  

by my predecessors since the Old 

Aldenhamian Society was founded in 

1902. On behalf of the OA Committee 

and indeed the whole Aldenham 

community, my gratitude goes to my 

predecessor, Neil Sutherland OBE DL 
(B1966-70), for his dedication over the 

last seven years.  

At the invitation of the Headmaster,  

I attended Visitation Day this year and 

had the opportunity to meet many 

pupils on the cusp of leaving Aldenham 

and entering the larger world as OAs. 

The OA Mentoring scheme, now in its 

sixth year and administered and 

supported by 50 OAs from different 

professions, offers valuable career 

guidance to both students and OAs. 

As of today, there are currently some 

4,565 OAs worldwide whose ages range 

from 18 to 97 years old. Membership of 

the OA Society lasts for 20 years after 

which you have the choice to continue 

as a member of the OA Society by 

making an annual voluntary 

subscription which helps fund the 

future of the Society to maintain a link 

between OAs and the School. 

Having been Editor of the OA Review 

for the last five years, I have now passed 

that role to Lydia Chapman (P2010-12) 
and I offer both Lydia and her team my 

congratulations on producing such an 

innovative and informative edition 

which I hope you enjoy reading. 

Recently, at my instigation, I chaired 

a meeting with the OA Committee to 

discuss updating and improving the OA 

Society website to ensure it is more 

informative, visually attractive and 

compatible with mobile devices. My 

thanks especially go to Hugh Schermuly 
(M1974-79) for his talented input. Apart 

from the OA Review, connecting with OAs 

can now be made via the OA website 

OA Society 

pin badge
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New membership subscription 

arrangements were 

unanimously approved at the 

Society’s AGM in 2002 to enable the 

Society to provide members with  

an improved service, in particular 

expansion and improvement of the  

OA website.

All existing Life Members who left 

the School twenty years ago or more  

are invited to pay a voluntary annual 

subscription to the Society.  

Is it time to renew your 
OA subscription?

An appropriate sum would be £10 per 

annum although the Society would 

welcome larger amounts. 

If you left School in Summer 1996  
or before, you are invited to start 
paying a voluntary annual subscription 
to the Society. 

Should you wish to start a voluntary 

annual subscription, please complete 

the Standing Order form on p.40 of the 

magazine and return it to the 

Development & OA Office.

through Facebook, Twitter, Instagram 

and by attending various events during 

the year including a gathering next 

Spring for aldenham.net giving you the 

chance to catch up with other OAs and 

develop business opportunities. 

Having attended a number of 

funerals recently for OAs, it has made 

me realise even more that being a 

member of the OA Society equates to  

a lifetime connection with Aldenham 

School and that we, as OAs, are a close 

knit community. I’m sure you all have 

different memories. Indeed Aldenham is 

now quite different, though in many 

ways not that different, from when I first 

attended as a full boarder fifty years ago. 

As the saying goes - ‘you can take the 

individual out of Aldenham but you can 

never take Aldenham out of the 

individual.’ It’s in the blood.

I am pleased to announce the recent 

formation of the Old Aldenhamian Choir 

comprising OAs and members of the 

Aldenham community. They plan to 

hold a Christmas concert in December 

at St Martin-in-the-Fields, London with 

future plans to include a concert in 

Cambridge at which an OA drinks 

reception will be added. Once dates are 

announced, your support and 

attendance would be much appreciated.  

This year’s annual OA Dinner will be 

held on Saturday 25 November in the 

Dining Hall at the School; always a 

popular and enjoyable event, this will be 

a great opportunity to catch up with 

other OAs and I anticipate a full house. 

Further details are obtainable from the 

OA Office oas@aldenham.com or via the 

OA website.

I would like to thank the OA 

Committee for their focused dedication 

given on a voluntary basis and I very 

much look forward to connecting with 

you either electronically or face to face 

at a forthcoming OA event. 

With best regards

James James-Crook (M1968-72)
President, OA Society

jamesjamescrook@hotmail.co.uk

The question is where do you store  

it and who looks after it all?

In the absence of a professional 

archivist at Aldenham, the Development 

and OA Office gathers items of interest 

from the School’s past. Cupboards and 

cabinets are full to overflowing, but 

every effort is made to keep a record of 

what things are, who they came from 

and where they are kept. It is a 

particular joy to find photographs from 

the past, especially if the people in them 

are named.

Now, thanks to donations to the 

Aldenham Annual Fund, we have begun 

a project to make as much memorabilia 

as possible available electronically,  

so that it can be searched and viewed 

through the internet by anyone with  

a link to, or an interest in, the School.

In April 2017, after a short trial 

period, the Aldenham School Digital 

Archive went live, so you can now view  

a selection of magazines, photographs, 

reports, and other paraphernalia from 

the comfort of your own home.

Early editions of the Aldenhamian 

magazine, plus all those from the War 

years and some from each decade 

beyond have been professionally 

digitised. The 5th Register War List 

Aldenham History, Live Online
With over 400 years of history at Aldenham School there is 
inevitably a great deal of archive material including magazines, 
registers, event programmes and many, many photographs.

1914-18 is included, along with the first 

ever government inspection report from 

1910, school rules from 1971, 

photograph albums and event 

programmes. A publication produced by 

John McAllister (CR1967-2005) in 2002, 

‘Platt Revisited’ is also now available 

through this digital archive. This records 

memories written down by OAs who 

were at Aldenham in the 1920s & 30s.

This fascinating facility is fully 

searchable and available to members of 

the OA Society through the website 

www.oldaldenhamian.org Members 

must log in using their unique access 

details and then click on the Digital 

Archive tab.

This project will continue to be 

developed as funds allow and some 

donations to the next Annual Fund  

will be allocated for this purpose.

If you have something you believe 

would add to our living history or if  

you would like to make a donation 

towards further development of the 

digital archive please contact the 

Development & OA Manager, Ann 

Saffery, at the School. 

Telephone: 01923 851612 

Email: development@aldenham.com

mailto:oas%40aldenham.com?subject=
mailto:jamesjamescrook@hotmail.co.uk
http://www.oldaldenhamian.org
mailto:development%40aldenham.com?subject=
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OA Day
On Sunday 11th June, a group of over 100 people, including 
OAs and staff gathered at Aldenham School on a gloriously 
sunny day to celebrate Paull’s House. 

The day began with refreshments 

in the Wells Centre, where OAs 

were welcomed by members of 

the OA Society Committee, as well as 

members of the current teaching staff at 

Aldenham, including the Headmaster. 

Although a visit to Paull’s House was 

due later on in the programme of the 

day, many guests couldn’t wait to 

explore the House, and so made their 

way over to meet Emily Gratton 
(CR2008-Present), Housemistress of 

Paull’s, and some of the current Sixth 

Form students, who were delighted to 

meet pupils who had attended the 

School some 60 years previously. Paull’s 

House had some fantastic memorabilia 

on display, including House photos 

Trevor Marcuson (P1953-58), Duncan (P1963-66) & Svetana Wallace

Left to right: Andre Zitcer (P1974-78), Jamal Ibrahium (P1972-77), Adrian Bridge (P1971-75), Richard Wells (P1972-77) and John Hackett (P1973-78)

Kate Watts (CR1992-2017), Pascie Fowell 

(née Tyson) & Sheila Morgan (née Robertson)
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Yohei Otsuka (P1998-2003), Sunil Thanki (P1996-2003), Joe Rogers (P1998-2003), Sanjay 

Rawall M1996-2003) & Deep Mehta (P1996-2001)

dating from 1960 through to 2006, and 

OAs were encouraged to help identify 

their friends in the photos, some of 

whom are ‘lost’ to us, as well as tour the 

House, including the upper floors and 

boarding rooms. OAs from Paull’s House 

were also encouraged to sign their 

names on the beautiful print that had 

been commissioned for the event. 

Following a tour of Paull’s House, 

everyone made their way to the School 

Chapel, where the Rev. Philip Green 
(CR2005-Present) led a beautiful, 

traditional service, with a sermon by 

Deputy Headmistress of the Aldenham 

Prep School, Kate Watts (CR1992-2017), 
who spoke of her long career at 

Aldenham, and the importance of time. 

The service was interspersed with 

hymns, and the congregation sang 

lustily, ending in true Aldenham spirit 

with ‘Guide Me, O Thou Great Redeemer’. 

After the chapel service, the group 

headed back to Paull’s House garden, 

where they were able to meet old friends 

and reminisce of their time at 

Aldenham. James Fowler addressed the 

OAs and their families, thanking them 

for their ongoing support of the School, 

and James James-Crook, President of 

the OA Society, gave a speech updating 

the OAs on upcoming events, as well as 

thanking those OAs in attendance who 

had travelled so far to celebrate with us 

that day. Five of the OAs present had 

travelled internationally to attend the 

event: Dr. Michael Vatikiotis (SHE1971-
75), who flew in from Singapore; Harry 
Heyada (P1981-85) from Florida; 

Duncan Wallace (P1963-66), from 

Bulgaria; John Miller (P1971-75), who 

flew over from Switzerland; and Carola 
Neuhaus (P2005-06) from Germany. 

At 1pm, the group was treated to a 

fantastic sit-down luncheon in the 

School Dining Hall, which provided 

ample time for OAs to socialise, and 

share stories with each other of their 

time at Aldenham, no matter their age. 

It also provided a space for some of the 

younger OAs to catch up with their 

teachers who are still working at 

Aldenham. 

Following the luncheon, the group 

was at leisure to wander around the 

School grounds, with both Fives and the 

John Dewes Cricket Match to watch. 

Paull’s House also remained open, and 

OAs were once again at liberty to go to 

the House and relive their memories of 

their time in Paull’s. 

The Paull’s OA Gaudy was a great 

success, and we were delighted to see so 

many OAs and their families in 

attendance.

Girls In Paull’s
Paull’s House has been the only girls’ 

house at Aldenham School since 2009, 

having been mixed when girls were 

introduced to the Sixth Form in 1980. 

However, as of the academic year 

beginning September 2017, Paull’s is no 

longer the only all-girls house on School 

site, as Riding’s became a day house, 

signifying the end of the two ‘houses’ 

that were set up within Paull’s for 

competition purposes.

Originally named Holmes and 

MacArthur, after Dame Kelly Holmes 

and Dame Ellen MacArthur - both 

fantastic sportswomen in their own 

right - by Andy Dean (CR2004-15), 
Housemaster of Paull’s 2006-2012,  

the names were changed in 2011 to 

Pollard and Mead, after two of Paull’s 

Housemasters. 
Anthony Dron (P1959-64) taken 1963 Anthony Dron (P1959-64) taken 2017
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Godfrey Mead (CR1914-44) was Paull’s 

second Housemaster, following on from 

John Paull (CR1882-1925), and taught 

Classics, as well as being associated 

with the School’s CCF. Mead actually 

attended Aldenham from 1905-10, and 

was in School House. Godfrey Mead is 

attributed with writing the lyrics to the 

School Song, and a caricature of him 

was drawn by John Pearson Sayer 
(SH1915-19), Head Boy 1919; a print of 

this can be found outside the Principal’s 

office at School. Seymour (Sam) Randall 
Pollard (CR1936-70) was Paull’s third 

Housemaster, from 1944-61. A teacher of 

Science, Pollard went on to be a Vice 

President of the OA Society. 

Dear Mr. Dean,

As well as being the centenary of 

Paull’s House, this year is also the 

centenary of the birth of my father 

Seymour Randall Pollard (1905-1995) 

(always known as Sam Pollard). As you 

know, he was the third Housemaster of 

Paull’s, from 1944 to 1961. I lived in 

Paull’s house between the ages of 3 and 

20 - my sister Wendy is four years older. 

I also attended the School, as a boarder 

in McGill’s from 1954-59.

Wendy remembers that the lawn in 

the garden was originally a tennis court. 

The wire netting around the court was 

taken down early in our period of 

residence. Soon after, a piece of garden 

was cut off to form the Memorial 

Garden. An important change to Paull’s 

House during that time was the building 

of the studies. 

At that time, of course, the boys ate 

their meals in the House. It was the job 

of the Housemaster’s wife to organise 

the domestic and kitchen staff. If there 

was no cook, my mother had to do the 

Following a lovely day in Paull’s 

House, attendees of OA Day 2017 

were invited to watch the annual 

John Dewes Cricket Match at the Cricket 

Pavilion, followed by a barbecue. 

Despite a good performance from the 

OAs, the School team won the match by 

cooking. I understand she had to do this 

for a whole term at one point. 

Conditions in the kitchen and larder 

were very primitive by today’s standards. 

There were always pets in Paull’s at 

that time: up to five cats; our first cat 

Mitty had 102 kittens in all, of which we 

kept four (Ginger, Edward, Teddy Bobtail 

and Nimrod). Later on a dog called 

Gennie, short for Genevieve (the first of 

our three Welsh Terriers). The cats were 

there first and kept the dog in her place. 

Also sometimes rabbits, guinea pigs, 

fish, a bird with a damaged wing (which 

lived in the downstairs toilet for a time) 

- have I forgotten anything? Most of 

these stayed on the ‘private side’ but the 

cats went everywhere. 

Some information about my father’s 

life might be of interest to old boys of 

his period. I believe his first school was 

the ‘Blue School’ in Frome - perhaps his 

father also taught there. From 1917-1925 

he went to Sexey’s School, Bruton. This 

school laid much emphasis on useful 

subjects, especially science. At the time 

Letter from John Pollard to 
Andy Dean, 2007

he left (says the register), my father was 

Head Boy, and also Captain of Cricket 

and Football. 

He then went to Manchester 

University, where he studied botany, and 

then did a diploma in education. He 

represented the University at football, 

cricket and athletics. He also met my 

mother, Kathleen Audrey Payne, who 

was also studying botany. They moved  

to Aldenham in 1936, living first in 

Common Lane, Letchmore Heath. We 

moved into Paull’s in 1944. 

After leaving Aldenham in 1961, my 

parents moved back to Letchmore Heath 

(Priestland), together with two 

remaining cats and the dog. When my 

father retired in 1970, they moved to 

Tidmarsh (near Pangbourne, Berks), 

where I still live. 

I hope this is not too late to be useful 

to you. 

Yours sincerely, 

John Pollard (M1954-59)

John Dewes Cricket Match

150 runs, a large defeat compared to the 

T20 match held on Visitation Day, which 

saw the School win by one run. 

Congratulations to all who took part 

in the match; we are already looking 

forward to next year’s!
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The OA Mentoring Review 2017
It is always a pleasure when OAs return to the School and let us know 
where life has taken them, and it is particularly appreciated when 
they are able to share their experiences with current students. 

The last year has seen a steady 

increase in the number of OAs 

who have offered to take on the 

role as Mentor for one of our Sixth Form 

students and the list now includes 50 

names of registered Mentors.

New OA Mentors, introduced to 

current students this year are: Bhavin 
Kotecha (P1993-2000), Charlie 
MacGinty (M2005-09), Harry Turnbull 
(L2006-11), Kristian Schuhmacher 
(R2003-08), Lydia Chapman (P2010-12), 
Simon Frais (P2001-06) & Sunil Thanki 
(P1996-2003).  Several other volunteers 

have stepped forward recently and  

Richard Platt Society
The names of Kenneth Flatt (M1933-36) and Paul Spencer (P1943-47) 
have now been added to the list of benefactors acknowledged each 
year at the Thanksgiving Service on Visitation Day, in recognition of 
generous gifts left to the School when they died. 

It is well known throughout the 

Aldenham community that the 

School’s founder, Richard Platt, left 

orders in his Will for the establishment 

of the School and to acknowledge his 

own inheritance from his ancestors. 

It remains common myth however that 

only the rich and famous leave money 

to charity when they die. This could not 

be any further from the truth. The reality 

is that without gifts left in Wills by 

people like you, many of the charities we 

know and support wouldn’t even exist.

A regular increase in charitable gifts 

would mean that Aldenham would be 

able to provide more bursaries and 

improve the facilities on offer. Most 

importantly, things could happen more 

James James-Crook (M1968-72)

quickly and the benefits would be 

immediate.

Your Will is one of the most 

important documents you will write.  

It’s a chance for you to provide for your 

loved ones and to keep making a 

difference after you are gone. The size of 

gift is irrelevant, whatever the reason 

and whatever the gift, a commitment of 

this kind will help to provide the School 

with a secure future. 

James James-Crook (M1968-72), 
President of the OA Society, has pledged 

to leave a gift in his Will to Aldenham 

School. Commitments of this sort 

provide the School with a secure 

Bursaries Fund and we are very grateful 

for this type of generous support. 

If you would like to let us know that you 

plan to leave a gift in your Will to the 

School, this will be acknowledged by 

membership to the Richard Platt Society. 

their support will be offered to Sixth 

Formers in the course of this current 

academic year.

A new Careers Co-ordinator has now 

been appointed at Aldenham, Aysen 
Teken (CR2017-Present), who is keen to 

support and help develop the OA 

Mentoring Scheme further. Emma 
Murray (CR2017-Present) Assistant 

Head, Co-curricular, Sixth Form and 

External Affairs will continue to work 

closely with Housemasters and parents 

to identify students who will most 

benefit from being introduced to an OA 

for guidance and support in their career 

choice and going forward in life.  

Helen Shelton (P2006-08) and David 
Hayes (SHO1963-68) will continue to 

promote and develop the scheme on 

behalf of the OA Society. 

For more information and if you would 

like to help please contact:

David Hayes 

Email: dhayes.family@gmail.com

Helen Shelton 

Email: helshelts@gmail.com

Ann Saffery 

Email: aesaffery@aldenham.com 

For more information please contact: 

Ann Saffery 

Development and OA Manager 

Aldenham School, Elstree 

Hertfordshire 

WD6 3AJ 

Tel: 01923 851612 

Email: aesaffery@aldenham.com

mailto:dhayes.family%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:helshelts%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:aesaffery%40aldenham.com?subject=
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Alice Erman (P2005-12), Vicki Garson (P2010-12), Amy Bexon (P2006-13), and Natasha 

Marriott (P2012-14)

OA Annual Dinner 2016
The Dining Hall took on a whole new look and feel for the OA Annual Dinner in November 
2016. It was the last major event where Neil Sutherland (B1966-70) would preside as 
President of the OA Society and to mark his seven years at the helm, a Beevor’s colour 
scheme of red and black adorned the Hall which looked splendid. 

The pre-dinner talk and drinks 

reception in The Wells Centre 

was well attended and guests 

enjoyed a lively session with Clare 
Yeabsley (K1988-90) and Georgina 
Yeabsley (P2009-16) fielding questions 

and giving the audience a clear picture 

of how Aldenham has changed during 

the last three decades, especially with 

the development of girls’ education. 

Clare and Georgie both had quite 

different experiences and made it clear 

to everyone that Aldenham remains a 

special place. They both feel that the 

School provides a unique environment 

that encourages and supports all 

learning styles and abilities. Clare said 

this is why she has chosen to send her 

children to Aldenham Prep School and 

Georgie agreed that it was a good choice 

for her siblings when she compares it 

with her time at a different Prep School. 

The balance between academic and 

more practical subjects and sport was 

perfect for Georgina, and Clare 

described the pastoral care that they 

received as great. 

Clare said: ‘I have stayed in touch 

with my Housemaster, and he gave my 

husband, Mike Yeabsley (CR2008-
Present), some good advice when he 

applied for the post as Housemaster  

of McGill’s. We love living on site and 

appreciate how lucky we are every 

morning on our walk across Top Field  

to School.’

The three course meal was a 

triumph, prepared and served by the 

school caterers, Holroyd Howe. After the 

dinner, Neil Sutherland introduced 

William James, the son of an eminent 

OA, the Rt. Revd Colin James (SHO1940- 
44). William unveiled a portrait of his 

father that hangs in the School. The 

picture is a copy of a portrait of the 

Bishop of Winchester, a post held by 

Colin James from 1985-95, and is a gift 

to the School from the OA Society. The 

Headmaster, James Fowler, concluded 

the evening with a convivial speech 

showing great delight in seeing such a 

good representation of OAs from the ten 

years he has been at Aldenham. He 

congratulated Neil Sutherland for 

encouraging their attendance and 

making sure that the event remains 

attractive to all ages. On presenting Neil 

and his wife Lin with gifts from the 

School, he thanked them both for their 

enthusiastic and generous support. The 

whole evening was a great success and 

everyone is looking forward to the next 

time that they can come together and 

enjoy each other’s company! 
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Clare Yeabsley (K1988-90), Georgina 

Yeabsley (P2009-16) and Michael Yeabsley 

(CR2008-Present).

Harry Collins (B2006-11), Daniele Kitchen (B2009-11), Nick Baker (K1982-87), James Charnley 

(L2003-08), Sam Kaye (P2001-08), Chris Snow (B2001-08), Julian Anyiam-Osigwe (B1999-

2006), Rupert Vann Alexander (M2009-11) and Harry Turnbull (L2006-11)

Following on from the success of 

the first edition of Platt Revisited 

20s and 30s, the OA Society has 

agreed to run a second edition: Platt 

Revisited 40s and 50s. 

If you would like to have your School 

anecdotes and memories recorded in 

this edition, please get in touch with the 

OA Society: oas@aldenham.com. We 

look forward to hearing your favourite 

stories from School!

Honorary 
OAs
This year, the Old Aldenhamian Society 

appointed four new Honorary OAs: 

Vicky Gocher (CR2011-Present), Head  

of the Prep School; Ann Saffery, 
Development and OA Manager, Sam 
Austin, Assistant Director of Music, 

Caroloine Weber, teacher of French  

and Media Studies.

Platt 
Revisited:  
40s and 
50s
Calling OAs at Aldenham 
during the 1940s and 1950s! 

aldenham.net

The OA networking group, aldenham.
net gathered at the Red Klove in 
Northwood, Middlesex, to catch up 
with each other and the Headmaster. 
The evening was hosted by Amar 
Patel (L1998-2005) who owns the 
restaurant and he provided some tasty 
snacks to accompany drinks. Those 
who didn’t have to rush off stayed to 
enjoy a delicious meal. The cuisine at 
the Red Klove is described by Amar as 
‘Asian Fusion’ and offers a great 
selection of vegetarian and meat 
based dishes. The evening provided an 
opportunity for members of the OA 
Society to discuss their experiences 
beyond Aldenham and to share 
contact details. Neil Sutherland, 
former President, took the opportunity 
to thank Amar for his hospitality and 
to encourage OAs to support various 
initiatives including the Mentoring 
programme which is gathering 
momentum.

Vicky Goacher and Ann Saffery

mailto:oas%40aldenham.com?subject=
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On Wednesday 17th May 2017,  

49 people braved the wet 

weather for an afternoon of good 

food and company onboard the 

Hispaniola on the River Thames, for  

the Aldenham Regional Luncheon. 

The afternoon started with a 

champagne reception, allowing the 

guests - whose ages ranged from 23-85, 

including OAs and former staff – to 

mingle with each other, share stories 

and reminisce about their time at 

Aldenham School, as well as meet new 

people, and reacquaint with old friends. 

The luncheon itself was preceded by 

the School Grace, spoken wonderfully by 

Derek Redmayne (SHE1945-49), a 

tradition that the new President of the 

OA Society is keen to continue at OA 

events and gatherings. 

After the guests had taken their 

seats, they were treated to three courses 

of delicious food and wine, and engaged 

in happy chatter with their peers and 

predecessors, exchanging memories and 

funny anecdotes from School, as well as 

news from their current lives. 

Following the meal, the guests heard 

from the Headmaster how Aldenham 

continues to thrive and develop, and 

were delighted to hear that School will 

be taking even more pupils over the next 

few years. The President of the OA 

Society also took the opportunity to 

thank the members for their continued 

support to both the School and their 

alumnae organisation, which enables 

them both to flourish, and continue to 

organise fantastic events such as this one. 

Another Regional Luncheon is being 

planned for 2018 - look out for further 

details in the coming months! 

OA Luncheon 
London

This was an idea that the OA 

Committee fully supported, as, 

despite reunions having been 

held further afield than Scotland, a 

gathering in the north of the UK had 

never been organised. 

Robert Lloyd-Taylor (M1980-84) 
offered to host the event at Broomhall 

Castle Hotel, a Baronial style mansion 

near Stirling, which Robert runs with a 

friend. The date was set for the 28th 

April 2017. Being a bank holiday 

weekend, as well as an exeat at 

Aldenham, it gave the guests the 

opportunity to take a short break north 

of the border, after enjoying an evening 

with the Headmaster and OAs at this 

Caledonian gathering. Invitations were 

sent to all OAs who are known to live 

north of Manchester, and acceptances 

came in from as far as Sutherland. The 

newly elected President of the OA 

Society, James James-Crook (M1968-72) 

Regional Gathering in 
Scotland

Kathy Collings, James James-Crook (M1968-72, OA Society President) & Tim Collings 

(SHE1963-66) 

In Summer 2016, when Tim Collings (SHE1963-66) met  
the Headmaster at the Independent Schools Golf 
Championship final at St Andrew’s, he suggested a regional 
OA gathering in Scotland. 

also travelled up from West Sussex to 

join the party. 

The evening was extremely enjoyable, 

with Broomhall Castle providing a warm 

welcome, as well as a splendid dinner 

venue and an excellent meal. The guests 

enjoyed the lovely private space of the 

hotel, and meeting old friends as well as 

making new acquaintances from 

Aldenham. Some guests even enjoyed 

an overnight stay at Broomhall Castle, 

with a delightful breakfast before 

heading home. 

The School Grace was impressively 

recited by Tim Collings before dinner, 

much to the appreciation of those in 

attendance. 

A second Scottish Gathering occurred 

in August 2017, when a group of A Level 

Drama students performed at the 

Edinburgh Fringe Festival, and plans for 

a third Scottish gathering are under 

consideration.

John Vezey (SHE1956-59) and Tony Hunt 

(B1949-54)
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Aldenham brought along a 

powerful line-up to the courts  

at Eton with Darshan Patel 
(R&K2006-12), Graham Pulsford 
(M1971-75), Rubel Mallik (B1996-2003), 
Andrew Rennie (M2006-13), Josh Rose 
(B1994-99), Mark Blundell and Mike 

Hughes (the last two club members but 

not OAs). Others to feature in the 

preceding seven rounds of competition 

included Oli Lawton (L1997-2004), Paul 
Kendall (K1976-81) and Richard Dennis 

(club member but not OA).

In the semi-final Aldenham were 

drawn against the highly experienced 

Old Wulfrunians. Our third pair of 

veterans Graham Pulsford & Mark 

Blundell completed a lengthy but 

comfortable 3-0 victory while second 

pair Josh Rose & Andrew Rennie, in a 

match lasting a good hour longer, 

completed a hard fought 3-1 victory to 

give the OAs an unassailable 2-0 match 

lead. The first pair match featuring 

Darshan Patel & Rubel Mallik was a 

cracker with both Aldenham players 

forcing their ‘higher ranked’ opponents 

into errors and evening up the match at 

two games all. Eager to pursue a 3-2 

victory, our pair was disappointed when 

our team captain agreed terms with the 

opposition to halve their match and 

preserve their energy for the final. 

Semi Final: Old Aldenhamians 2.5 Old 

Wulfrunians 0.5.

Aldenham went into the final against 

Oxford University with subtle changes 

to the line-up in second and third pairs. 

Andrew Rennie & Mike Hughes at 

second pair were superb and sailed 

through 3-0 in short time. Josh Rose  

& Graham Pulsford at third pair won 3-0 

shortly afterwards with Josh Rose 

showing great attacking fives and 

control of the court. Attention then 

moved to the first pair. Darshan Patel  

& Rubel Mallik lost the first game 14-12 

as their semi-final morning exertions 

Success for Aldenham Fives Club 

Back row (l-r): Andrew Rennie, Josh Rose, Mike Hughes

Front row (l-r): Darshan Patel, Graham Pulsford, Rubel Mallik

initially caught up with them but they 

regrouped and steadily took the game to 

the opposition to claim a fine victory. 

Final: Old Aldenhamians 3 Oxford 

University 0

A jubilant Graham Pulsford said: “This 

result shows the current strength of 

fives at Aldenham. Can we retain the 

title in 2018? That is now the challenge!”

Aldenham Fives Club plays every 

Tuesday at the School between 7.30 – 

9.30pm. Anyone wishing to revisit Eton 

Fives is welcome. Email club secretary 

Phil Lyndon: phil@columncomm.co.uk

Christmas party
In traditional style, the OA Fives team 

had their annual Christmas fancy dress 

competition on the 21st December 2016. 

This year’s theme was ‘Something 

Beginning With C’. Phillip Lyndon 
(K1976-81), Secretary of the Aldenham 

Fives Club said: ‘As usual, Chris Austin 

(not an OA) as Cleo won the Mars Bar, 

but Carl Rennie (M2003-10) would have 

won had he come to the pub afterwards. 

His costume was great, plus he managed 

to play the whole evening wearing oven 

gloves ... and did remarkably well!’ 

Aldenham Fives Club won the Eton Fives Association Trophy 
for the second time in three years on March 12th after 
defeating defending champions Oxford University in the final.

mailto:phil%40columncomm.co.uk?subject=OA%20Fives
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Old Aldenhamian Golfing Society 

In July 2017, a group of 12 OA golfers 

attended West Hill Golf Club (near 

Woking) to compete over three days 

for the Mellin, the Peter Burles and the 

Bunny Millard Salvers titles. The 

competitions are similar in format to 

the Halford Hewitt, which the OAs 

competed in earlier on this year. Only  

16 schools compete for the titles, and 

players have to be over 55 to partake  

in the Mellin, 65 for the Peter Burles,  

and over 75 to compete in the Bunny 

Millard Salver. 

This year, veteran OA golfers Roger 
Cooke (B1952-56) and Jeremy Irwin 
(SHO1954-58) won the Bunny Millard 

Salver in great style, with a 5&4 victory 

over Cranleigh, and the President of the 

OA Golf Society, Ian Wilson-Soppitt 
(P1958-61) was there to support his 

team. The last time Aldenham OA 

Golfers won the title was in 2005, when 

Bob Coombes (SHE1944-47) and Dick 
Hoff (SHO1938-41) beat Downside.

Roger and Jeremy dedicated their win 

to Bob, who sadly died two years ago, 

and their victory is a wonderful way to 

remember him.

Congratulations to both Roger and 

Jeremy for their fantastic performance 

- a well-deserved win! 

Halford Hewitt
The Halford Hewitt week started sunny 

and bright and continued that way. 

Thursday 6th April 2017 (1st Round) 
OAGS v Stowe at Royal St George’s, 

Sandwich 

The OAGS team were ahead in 3 

matches after 12 holes but as ever in the 

Hewitt, it is always hard to maintain a 

lead and our first pair found themselves 

all square after 17 holes. After a 

magnificent long approach to the 18th 

green by Stowe, they holed out for a 5 

and we just couldn’t match it. The 2nd 

and 3rd pairs lost and won respectively 

so that meant our 4th and 5th pairs 

both had to win. 

HALFORD HEWITT 2017

Thursday 6th April 2017 (1st Round) - OAGS v Stowe at Royal St George’s, Sandwich
Result: Won 3 – 2
Team: M Deverell & JT Surridge Lost 1 down
 RD Hall & D Andrews Lost 5&4
 RA Alter & DM Rawlinson Won 5&4 
 SGO Williams & AJ Thrussell Won 3&2
 W Kirby & BP Thrussell Won 1 up

Friday 7th April 2017 (2nd Round) - OAGS v Stonyhurst at Royal St George’s, Sandwich
Result: Lost 1 - 3  
Team: M Deverell & JT Surridge Lost 20th hole
 RD Hall & SC Lewis  Lost 5&4
 RA Alter & DM Rawlinson Won 6&5 
 SGO Williams & AJ Thrussell Lost 4&3
 W Kirby & BP Thrussell Halved

Halford Hewitt, Royal St George’s, Sandwich
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Shon Williams (M1975-80) and Adam 
Thrussel (B1992-97) had a good tussle 

but pushed on and won at the 16th. 

William Kirby (L2006-11) and Ben 
Thrussell (B1989-94) had an even more 

thrilling match and were 1 up as they 

stood on the 18th tee. Sensible play put 

us on the green for 3; Stowe could only 

manage a 5 so a careful putt from Will 

left Ben with a short putt which we 

holed manfully to give the OAs a 

well-deserved victory.

Friday 7th April 2017 (2nd Round)  
OAGS v Stonyhurst at Royal St George’s, 

Sandwich

The 2nd round against Stonyhurst 

was another epic battle with the score at 

1–2 which left our 1st and 5th pairs 

requiring wins. Michael Deverell (B1997-
2002) and John Surridge (L1993-98) set 

off down the 19th hole to try to win 

which would leave Will and Ben to fight 

for an OA place in the 3rd round. Sadly 

the 1st pair could not get that vital point 

so the final match was declared a halved 

game and our Hewitt battle was over for 

another year.

We had two really close matches 

against Stowe and Stonyhurst and both 

could easily have gone different ways. 

The team was magnificent in the way 

that everyone fought hard to the very 

last putt. It gave all the OA supporters a 

great spectacle to watch. Roll on 2018!

Ian Eggleden
Hon Secretary

OA golfers Roger Cooke (B1952-56) and 

Jeremy Irwin (SHO1954-58) with the 

Bunny Millard Salver
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The 1st team have been very 

inconsistent this year, putting in 

both some scintillating and some 

dogged performances, notably the 1-1 

draw with Old Bradfieldians and the 4-2 

win against, Old Wykhamists. Once 

again, the first team found themselves 

flirting with relegation from Division 1 in 

the middle of the season but the win 

against OWs put them in a much 

stronger position. More positive results 

followed, including an excellent 2-0 

away win against Old Malvernians, 

when the OAs only had 10 men 

(including a 41 year old!) for 60 minutes. 

Another tough season is likely next year 

but, if the team can find some consistency, 

they should be challenging for promotion.

For the 2nd team, it was the complete 

opposite to last season. A remarkable 

cup run saw them finish as runners  

up in the LOB Minor Cup final against 

Southgate Olympic. The league, on the 

other hand, has been much tougher 

than expected. It is one of the strongest 

divisions in the Arthurian League and 

positive results have been few and far 

between, four points against fellow 

strugglers Old Eastbournians being the 

only performances of any real note in 

the league season. Division 3 will be 

even harder next year, so it will be a 

tough season for Will Collier (P&B2003-10) 
to begin his reign as 2nd Captain, but, as 

they’ve shown many times before, the OA 

2nd team can be a force to be reckoned 

with when they are on their game.

I’d like to take this opportunity to 

thank Andre Sharma (L2001-06), who 

will be stepping down this year as 2nd 

Old Aldenhamian 
Football Club
It has been a tough year for the OAFC on the field. With low 
recruitment numbers over the summer, it was always going 
to be a difficult season.

Team captain. In his 3 year stint, he has 

gained a promotion and a cup final. Will 

Collier will be taking over the reins as 

2nd team Captain and I am sure will 

continue Andre’s great work. 

The brightest spark this season  

has come in the form of some great 

recruitment at the turn of the year. 

Recent leavers Murray Slater (B2012-
17), Johnny Hopkins (L2012-Present), 
Daniel Shores (M2010-17) and Tomo 
Hashiba- Charlton (M2010-17) have all 

played for the club, as well as some OA 

debuts from players like Jamie Burchill 
(L2006-13) and James Jarvis (M2006-13). 

I want thank all the OAFC Committee 

for their hard work, especially Manish 
Karani (R2001-06), who will be stepping 

down as the Honorary Club Treasurer. 

Finally, thanks once again to the OA 

Society, Neil Sutherland (B1966-70 and 
OA Society President 2010-17), James 
Fowler, Frank Rogers (SHE1953-58), 
Richard Peart (SHO1955-60), as well as 

Grant Cornock (CR2009-Present) and 

Sam Pennycook (CR2009-Present) for 

their vital support this season. It is 

greatly appreciated by all the members 

of the OAFC. Thank you.  

Martyn Berg Chairman OAFC

The Arthurian League

08-Apr-17 Division 1 Old Reptonians 3 Old Aldenhamians I 3

18-Mar-17 Division 1 Old Malvernians 0 Old Aldenhamians I 2

11-Mar-17 Division 1 Old Aldenhamians I 4 Old Wykehamists 2

04-Mar-17 Division 1 Old Aldenhamians I 0 Old Chigwellians 2

25-Feb-17 Division 1 Old Radleians 3 Old Aldenhamians I 1

18-Feb-17 Division 1 Old Aldenhamians I 1 Old Wellingtonians 1

04-Feb-17 Division 1 Old Aldenhamians I 1 Old Bradfieldians 1

28-Jan-17 Division 1 Old Millfieldians 4 Old Aldenhamians I 2 

07-Jan-17 Division 1 Old Wykehamists 5 Old Aldenhamians I 0 

17-Dec-16 Division 1 Old Bradfieldians 3 Old Aldenhamians I 1

03-Dec-16 Division 1 Old Cholmeleians 9 Old Aldenhamians I 0

26-Nov-16 Division 1 Old Aldenhamians I 6 Old Millfieldians 1 

19-Nov-16 Division 1 Old Aldenhamians I 1 Old Reptonians 2

05-Nov-16 Division 1 Old Aldenhamians I 1 Old Malvernians 3

08-Oct-16 Division 1 Old Wellingtonians 1 Old Aldenhamians I 6

01-Oct-16 Division 1 Old Aldenhamians I 4 Old Radleians 1

24-Sep-16 Division 1 Old Aldenhamians I 2 Old Cholmeleians 4

10-Sep-16 Division 1 Old Chigwellians 3 Old Aldenhamians I 0

OLD ALDENHAMIAN FOOTBALL RESULTS
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Dates for your 
Diary
OA Dinner 2017 (by ticket only) - Saturday 25th November 2017

Aldenham Senior School Production - Thursday 7th and Friday 8th December 2017

Carol Service at St Albans Abbey - Tuesday 12th December 2017

A Level Certificate Presentation Evening - Wednesday 10th January 2018

Malaysia/Singapore Gatherings - Winter/Spring

OA Day 2018 - Sunday 10th June 2018 

Visitation Day - Saturday 23rd June 2018

Eros to Eros Run - Friday 28th June 2018

ASPA Ball - Friday 28th June 2018 
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James James-Crook 
(M1968-72)
27th President of the  

OA Society

James is very proud of his 

history with Aldenham, and is only the 

second President of the OA Society 

whose father and brother also attended 

Aldenham. James’s first time visiting 

Aldenham was when he was just six 

weeks old, when his parents attended 

OA Day in 1954.

Richard Peart  
(SHO1955-60)
Honorary Treasurer

Apart from reading the 

magazine, Richard ignored 

Aldenham for 40 years after leaving, 

until he noticed that the AGM was to be 

held at the Honorary Artillery Company 

Headquarters with Lord Vincent. He 

attended and a week later, Lord Vincent 

phoned and asked him to be Honorary 

Treasurer, a position Richard has held 

since 2004. Richard is the Chairman of 

the Aldenham Club Trust (previously the 

Aldenham Boys’ Club) in Kentish Town.

John Edwards (B1946-51)
Vice President

John has been on the OA 

Committee since 2000, and 

became Vice President in 

2016. John celebrated his 84th birthday 

at the OA Committee Meeting on the 

11th May 2017, and was rewarded with a 

birthday meal of shepherd's pie and 

cake for his attendance. John also 

produced the 12th (and last) edition of 

the OA Register for the 400th 

Anniversary of the School in 1997. 

Frank Rogers (SHE1953-58)
Honorary Secretary

Frank considers himself 

one of the younger 

members of the OA 

Committee, having attended school in 

the 1950s! He has attended every OAFC 

Cup Final since 1964, and has been a 

member of the committee twice: from 

1971-83, and since 2009, when he 

became Honorary Secretary. 

Ian Luetchford (B1948-51)
Committee Member

Ian has been a Committee 

Member since 1995, and 

organises the annual OA 

Dinner. Ian has also been a Trustee of 

the Aldenham General Charitable Trust 

since 1997, as well as Treasurer of 

Aldenham Boys’ Club from 1979-98, and 

subsequently a trustee to date. He was 

in the School Shooting team in 1951, and 

was a sub-editor of the 1997 OA Register. 

Lydia Chapman (P2010-12)
Editor of the OA Review 

Lydia attended Aldenham 

for just two years, in the 

Sixth Form. She was 

Aldenham’s second Head Girl, and was 

taught English A Level by the current 

Headmaster, James Fowler. Lydia took 

over the role of Editor of the OA Review 

in January 2017, and is also a Sixth  

Form mentor. 

Derick Burlingham Johnson 
(SHO1939-41)
Vice President

Derick has written up his 

School experiences in ‘Platt 

Revisited by OAs of the ‘20s and ‘30s’. He 

was elected to the OA Committee for the 

first time in 1951, and has been Master 

of the Lodge on four occasions: 1958-60, 

1970-71, 1981-82, and 2002-11. Derick 

was elected Vice President of the OA 

Society in 1989. 

David Hayes (SHO1963-68)
Committee Member

David had an impressive 

sporting history at 

Aldenham having played  

in the 1st XI at Cricket, Hockey and 

Football. He has recently been Captain 

of the OA Golf Society, and has been a 

Trustee of the Aldenham School War 

Memorial Fund for nearly 30 years. He 

currently helps to promote and develop 

the OA Mentoring Scheme with Helen 
Shelton (P2006-08) and Ann Saffery.

Clare Yeabsley (K1988-90)
Committee Member

Clare has been a member 

of the OA Committee since 

2015, and is the wife of the 

current Housemaster of McGill’s 

Michael Yeabsley (CR2008-Present). 
Clare was guest speaker at the 2016 OA 

Dinner, alongside her daughter Georgina 
Yeabsley (P2009-16), and is also credited 

with having been an actor in the 1989 

School production of Bertolt Brecht’s The 

Caucasian Chalk Circle. 

Helen Shelton (P2006-08)
Committee Member 

Helen is one of the more 

recent committee 

members, having joined in 

January 2017. Helen was Secretary of the 

Les Philosophes Society during her time 

at Aldenham, as well as Deputy House 

Captain of Paull’s. Her main role on the 

committee is helping organise the 

mentoring scheme, alongside David 
Hayes. 

OA Committee Members
With the appointment of a new President to the OA Society and 
several new members of the OA Society Committee inducted at the 
AGM, we wanted you to get to know our Committee a little better. 
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In fact the passage of time has meant 

that I can reflect happily on the way 

in which younger OAs are now so 

much more willing to be part of the 

Society than might have previously been 

the case. At last year’s OA dinner I was 

able to be photographed with 30 OAs 

under the age of thirty.

I am also delighted that this year’s 

focus for the magazine is on the arts, 

since the creative output of the School 

in its art, music, design and drama, give 

me some of the greatest enjoyment in 

my job and indeed make Aldenham 

especially attractive to those who want 

to explore the School for their children.  

I especially enjoyed seeing the prize 

winners in the Letchmore Trust art 

competition this year and the 

opportunity to watch our students 

perform in their extraordinarily 

inventive show, ‘Lunacy’ at the 

Edinburgh Fringe in August.  However, 

the increasing popularity of the School 

is also certainly supported by the 

excellent results achieved by our pupils 

this summer.

With uncertainty across the country 

arising from the introduction of new A 

level courses, it was very good that the 

achievements of Aldenham pupils were 

so impressive. Congratulations in 

particular to Owen Caine, Philip Chen, 

Joseph Masri and former Head Boy 

Stephen McMahon on their outstanding 

results. All these boys, along with the 

majority of the 2017 leavers, have now 

moved onto their chosen universities 

and I look forward to hearing about their 

experiences in due course. I know that 

they will all be keen to return and to 

participate in the varied programme of 

OA activities.

The results at GCSE level were also 

received in the knowledge of national 

change to this system of assessment 

and so our pupils’ exceptionally strong 

results at this point were especially 

pleasing. The 94 students in the cohort 

achieved the School’s highest ever 

proportion of A* grades with 17% of all 

examinations being graded at this top 

level or at the new top grades 9 or 8 for 

Maths. In all, 51% of the students gained 

at least 4 or more A*/A grades or 

equivalent and 22% gained nine or more 

A*/A grades.

It probably should not therefore be 

surprising that we began the new School 

year with over 570 pupils in the Senior 

School and a very positive outlook. And 

this is important since we can look to 

further growth in the future with 

planning agreement for both a new 

coach park and an increase of another 

100 pupils in place. I can however assure 

all OAs that this growth will be done in a 

way which assures that the quality of an 

Aldenham education is not going to be 

compromised and that the pupils of the 

future will continue to be cherished and 

supported in their education in a way 

which has certainly been the case  

in the past. 

May I also take this opportunity to 

publicly thank Neil Sutherland as 

outgoing President of the OA Society and 

wish James James-Crook all the very 

best as he takes the helm. I offer my 

utmost support and look forward to 

working with you.

James Fowler

Letter from the 
Headmaster

 As I reach the beginning of my twelfth year 
as Headmaster, it is a great pleasure to be 
able to write for an OA Review which is now 
edited by one of my former English A Level 

pupils and which features several other talented students 
whom I have seen thrive both at and after Aldenham.  

Emma Murray
Committee Member 

Emma read History at 

Christ Church, Oxford, and 

trained to be an actuary, 

before re-training as teacher. She joined 

Aldenham in September 2017, in the 

position of Assistant Head (External 

Affairs, Sixth Form and Co-Curricular).

James Fowler  
(CR2006-Present)
Committee Member

James Fowler is the 34th 

Headmaster of Aldenham 

School, and a teacher of English. In the 

latter position, James has had the 

privilege to teach two members of the 

OA Committee in the Sixth Form, Helen 

Shelton and Lydia Chapman. 

Ann Saffery
Development and OA Manager

Ann has been the 

Development and OA 

Manager at Aldenham 

School since September 2011, and is a 

key organiser of events including OA 

Day, the Regional Gatherings and 

Luncheons, and helps to maintain the 

link between the OA Society and the 

School. In her spare time, Ann likes 

Nordic walking and takes singing 

lessons.

Jackie Wilkie
Secretary to the Committee

Jackie has been part of the 

Development and OA Office 

since 2006, and, like Ann, 

helps to organise key OA Society events, 

as well as assisting the Society, and 

maintaining the online database. Jackie 

can be found at all OA events with a 

camera in hand, co-ordinating 

photographs, and telling people to smile! 
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On Thursday 28th August, 

Aldenham’s A Level students 

(now OAs) gathered at the 

School Library to collect their exam 

results. With many pupils having 

undertaken new A Level courses, pupils 

both at Aldenham and across the 

country anxiously awaited the outcome 

of all their hard work. But they had 

much to celebrate, as some stunning 

results were achieved! 

With over 28% of the students 

gaining either an A* or A grade, and over 

48% gaining an A*, A or B grades, many 

students earned their places at 

universities across the country: Owen 

Caine, who achieved A*A*A*A, earned his 

placed at Warwick to study Chemistry; 

Philip Chen gained his place at Imperial 

College London to study Physics, with 

exams results of A*A*AA; and ex-Head 

Boy, Stephen McMahon gained a place  

at Exeter to study Politics with three As. 

Aldenham’s GCSE results were also 

particularly good this year, with 98% of 

students gaining a Level 4 or above, and 

the highest ever level of A*s achieved. In 

all, 51% of students gained at least 4 or 

more A*/A grades or equivalent, and 22% 

gained 9 or more A*/A grades. Misha 

Behr (9 A*), Alexandra Caine (7 A* and 3 

A), Stan Campbell (10 A*, 2 A) and James 

Crawley (7 A*, 5 A) were amongst the 

top-scoring students. 

Headmaster James Fowler commented: 

‘The GCSE programme continues to 

offer pupils at this crucial stage of their 

education a range of challenges. It is 

clear that Aldenham pupils and staff 

have approached these with 

determination and a real commitment 

to success. I am delighted that these 

outstanding results will give students 

tremendous confidence as they move 

onto the next stage of their education. 

We will expect great things from them 

at A Level and beyond.’

Exam results

Nicola Butchart (P2010-17) and Nevada 

Ross (P2010-17)

Mike Dillon (CR2004-17) 
worked at Aldenham School 
for nearly 14 years and in 
that time he taught across 
all year groups from Year 7 
to Year 13. 

Mike was a completely dedicated 

schoolmaster and very 

professional in all his duties. 

He worked tirelessly to ensure that all 

the pupils in his classes gained the best 

possible results, and helped with many 

school theatre trips, as well as helping 

John Wyatt and the Music Department 

on various overseas excursions. Mike 

brought the same levels of reliability 

and dependability to his work in 

Kennedy’s House, where he tutored 

many students. 

  Mike’s own son, Nick Dillon (M2006-
13) went through the School, gaining a 

place at Keele University, so Mike’s 

experience of Aldenham was as both a 

teacher and a parent. He knew 

Aldenham inside out. His contributions 

to Kennedy’s house and the English 

department will be missed.

Chris Jenkins (CR2006-Present)
Head of English

Goodbye to 
Mike Dillon
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Doctor Paul Turner (CR1998-2017) became a staple of the 
Science and Maths departments at Aldenham School, 
teaching Chemistry and Maths, and inspiring a generation of 
budding scientists. 

Farewell to Doctor Turner

In 2004, after just six years at School, 

Paul - known to most as Doc Turner 

or Doc T - became Deputy 

Housemaster of Martineau’s, a role he 

held until 2012, before becoming 

Assistant Housemaster. 

As part of Doc Turner’s leaving, we 

asked pupils to write to us, and tell us 

their fondest memories of Paul. Here are 

some of the best:

‘Paul Turner was always so kind to me 

as an awkward, shy pre-teen - I don’t 

think I would have made it through 

Martineau’s without him. He inspired 

me to embrace my inner mad scientist 

in so many ways. Paul, you changed my 

life, and I will never forget you. I hope 

life after Aldenham treats you well - 

after 19 years you deserve it! -  

Osnat Katz (P2007-2014)

‘I remember when I was prepping for my 

Chemistry GCSE, Paul Turner asked me 

what grade I thought I was going to get, 

and I replied optimistically with ‘a B’, as 

Chemistry was never really my strong 

suit. To my shock, when I got home I 

found out Paul had called my parents, 

and even spoken to my Grandma, to 

assure them I could get an A, and he 

would do everything he could to help 

me get one. And to my surprise - but not 

to his - I did get an A! I have a lot to 

thank Doc T for; his pastoral care, his 

excellent teaching ability, his banter and 

his tie collection are rivalled by no one!’ 

- Dominic Michaelson (B2007-12) 

‘I’ll never forget my lessons with Doc T. 

He drove my passion for finding out how 

things work and I’ll always have that. 

Fantastic and inspiring, I couldn’t have 

asked for more. Thank you Doc, I hope 

that you have a great retirement.’ -  
Tim Roden (K2003-08)

‘My fondest memories of Doc Turner are 

hearing a massive explosion near the 

tennis courts during a chemistry lesson 

because he blew up an inflatable 

crocodile, as well as hearing his stories 

from university, especially those about 

exploding lavatory seats! Doctor Turner 

was a great teacher, and made 

chemistry a very exciting subject for me 

and for so many others.’ - Julian 
Anyiam-Osigwe (B1999-2006) 

‘Doctor Turner made chemistry as easy 

as possible, and always made each class 

different and highly entertaining, whilst 

ensuring we were learning at the same 

time. I don’t think there are many 

teachers like him, and from all my years 

of education, he is the greatest teacher I 

ever had.’ - Kush Patel (R2000-05)

THE ALDENHAM ANNUAL FUND 2016/17

Following a record breaking 

campaign last year, that brought 

the total income generated 

through the Aldenham Annual Fund 

during the course of its first seven years, 

up to a quarter of a million pounds, the 

latest campaign raised a further £50,800, 

exceeding the target of £45,000  

once again. 

The whole school community is 

extremely grateful to donors for their 

generous support. Students were 

particularly excited to take delivery of 

two shiny new go karts at Easter time. 

Those who went to Malawi in the 

summer were beautifully equipped with 

new tents, camp beds and backpacks to 

make their journey more comfortable. 

The Prep School children have recently 

been able to enjoy new benches and 

play tables in their playground and a 

range of bespoke furniture will be built 

for them in their Creative Space. A single 

donation from the Letchmore Trust 

secured the purchase of a screen printer 

and this has proved to be a popular 

addition to equipment available in the 

Design & Technology department.

Another major bursary will enable  

a second recipient of the Annual Fund 

Award to remain at Aldenham to study 

A levels in the Sixth Form.

This important, regular fundraising 

effort helps to ensure that Aldenham 

can provide a variety of exceptional 

experiences as well as an excellent 

education to our current pupils.
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Things have certainly changed in 

that time: my first Upper Sixth 

would now be 56 years old; 

corporal punishment was still used; 

computers, projectors and photocopiers 

were not in schools, and the banda 

machine - sweetly smelling of alcohol 

- was the reproductive tool! So, after 42 

terms at Aldenham, and 114 teaching 

terms in all, I can reflect on a few events 

- both good and bad - over that time.

Clearly 14 years spent in the same 

school means I have enjoyed my time 

here. Yes, there have been frustrations, 

yes there have been disappointments, 

but so much that has been positive, too. 

It is easy to take the grounds at 

Aldenham for granted, and I am glad to 

have had my dogs to take me to the 

edges of the site and beyond. To be able 

to bring my dogs to work has been 

amazing and helpful, and ensured I can 

stay longer without feeling guilty about 

I spent 14 years at Aldenham in the Geography department, 
as well as Head of the Sixth Form and Careers, but have 
spent a life in teaching, stretching five decades - though  
I hasten to add that I started in the late 70s, with my first 
teaching wage slip from September 1979, which was  
£232.80 after tax. 

not letting them out. They have become 

popular characters with the Sixth Form 

and Year 7s in particular!

There are so many people to thank: 

the non-teaching staff, including the 

porter team, catering and maintenance 

staff, and the office and admin staff, and 

my assistants too. I have worked under 

13 Headteachers during my career, and 

whilst one may not always agree with 

them, I consider myself lucky to have 

worked with James Fowler, a Head with 

real vision and drive, yet full of 

humanity, too. 

There are many things I will miss 

about Aldenham: my colleagues, the 

gossip and camaraderie; the grounds, 

and many of the students. But not my 

guidance counselling and mediation in 

Art and Drama, or Year 7S … 

I leave the School large, economically 

stronger, and considerably more mixed 

than 14 years ago. I am proud to have 

Farewell to Bob Collins (CR2003-17) 

been involved in that change. I am 

leaving a School with committed, 

hard-working staff - both teaching and 

non-teaching - most of whom will be 

very hard to replace. 

And so to my gap year, as my wife, 

Sue, calls it. Travel beckons, as we head 

for the high Arctic this summer where 

we will meet the Inuit. Two Inuit sitting 

in a kayak were chilly, so they lit a fire. 

Unsurprisingly, it sank, proving once 

again that you can’t have your kayak 

and heat it too.

In July 2017, Aldenham School’s U15 

and 1st XI Cricket team headed to 

Barbados on a sporting tour as part 

of an educational trip. The trip included 

a guided tour of the Kensington Oval 

Cricket Stadium in Bridgetown, and a 

day spent sailing along the coast of 

Jamaica as well as snorkelling with the 

turtles! They also managed to fit in five 

matches against local cricket teams. 

As a way of showing their support for 

Aldenham’s budding sportsmen, the OA 

Society sponsored two players: 

Hemanshu Hirani, Captain of the 1st XI, 

and an excellent all-round cricketer, and 

Cricket tour to Barbados

Sam Harvey, the 1st XI’s leading wicket 

taker. Individual OAs were also amongst 

the sponsors for the tour, and the School 

would like to extend their thanks to 

Peter Carr (M1954-58), Tony Engle 
(P1956-59), and Scott Moffat (K1986-91) 
for sponsoring five players between 

them: Rabin Selliah, an off-spin  

bowler; Louis Heap, a fantastic batsman; 

Josh Walker, a fast left-arm bowler; 

George Hudson, another impressive 

batsman, and Uber Zeeshan Lohya,  

an all-rounder.

On OA Day, the sponsors had the 

chance to meet Sam, Rabin, Louis, Josh, 

OA Committee Sponsored Two Players in Aldenham 
School 1st XI U15 Cricket Tour to Barbados

George and Hemanshu, as well as Luke 
Kirsten (CR2010-11 and 2015-Present), 
Master of Cricket, and the rest of the 

First XI at a BBQ hosted by the School. 

Photo taken at the Kensignton Oval outside 

the Garfield Sobers Pavilion
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My first experience of Aldenham 

was when I delivered my job 

application one evening. I met 

the Head Porter at the time, Dave Allen, 

and his cheerful and helpful approach 

told me immediately that this would be 

a good place to work. 

I am very grateful to James Fowler, 

Trevor Barton (K1971-75), and the rest 

of the Governors for allowing me to get 

to this point. I would also like to thank 

Roger Munyard, former Governor, who 

was part of the panel that appointed  

me, for his sound advice during his 

years as a Governor and continuing 

friendship and interest in Aldenham in 

subsequent years. 

Aldenham has developed hugely in 

the almost 23 years I have been here. 

When I joined there were 375 pupils in 

the School, from a newly opened 

Martineau’s to Sixth Form, and another 

40 children sculling around in an age 

two and three Nursery. Apart from a few 

girls in the Sixth Form, Aldenham was a 

boys’ school. Now, 20 years later, we 

have opened a co-ed Pre-Prep, in the 

Goodbye to Andrew Fraser 
When I started discussing with James Fowler my wish to 
retire, I’m not sure whether he thought I was serious - 
that was until I put succession planning as my first 
appraisal objective last year. It’s really happening, though, 
and when I got my P45, I was immediately reprimanded 
for smiling about it! 

knowledge that this would lead to a Prep 

School, and are now co-ed throughout 

the whole School. St Hilda’s has come 

onboard, and we have developed into a 

Foundation with 900 pupils across two 

sites. There are, at this time, further 

plans at various stages in the pipeline 

for further development of the 

Foundation, so there will be plenty  

to keep my successor, Karl Mahon, 

occupied. 

One of the benefits of my role has 

been that I have worked with staff at 

every level through the organisation,  

as well as our Governors, and I can 

honestly say it has been a privilege.  

An organisation is only as good as its 

people, and you don’t stay somewhere 

for 23 years if you don’t enjoy working 

with them. I have also had the privilege 

of having two sons educated at 

Aldenham, and I know they have 

benefitted hugely from the breadth of 

education and associated activities 

offered. I have also had the opportunity, 

which not many get, in being able to see 

their development first-hand, and to be 

able to take the dictaphone to the side 

of whichever sports pitch they were on. 

Various people asked me about 

particular memories over the years and 

there are of course many - major events, 

achievements, and some apocryphal 

tales. I quickly learned that where the 

Bursar went, others felt duty bound to 

follow. This came to light when I had to 

get someone without a head for heights 

back on to a ladder to get off the Chapel 

roof! There are so many more - and as 

part of the recruitment of my successor, 

James Fowler asked me to put together a 

set of scenarios for the candidates to 

prioritise and explain how they would 

deal with these. I produced a set of 

events, ranging from the moderately 

serious to the apocalyptic. James raised 

his eyebrows a little at the list and then 

further still when I confirmed that these 

were all real life situations in the life  

of Aldenham - although admittedly  

not all happening on the same  

Monday morning. 

The other question I have been asked 

is whether I’m looking forward to 

retirement, and what my plans are for 

the future. Beyond a hip operation in the 

first week of my retirement, more time 

will be spent in the family flat in 

Swanage, and we also plan to see the 

huge areas of the UK and Ireland that 

we have either never visited, or have 

driven through to elsewhere and meant 

to go back to. So in answer to that 

question, yes I am looking forward to 

retirement. Of course I will be a little 

sad to leave somewhere which has been 

such a major part of my life for so long, 

but it is au revoir, rather than goodbye. 

We are not leaving the area, and I am 

also still a member - albeit a dining 

member! - of the Fives Club, as well as 

an Honorary OA, and I plan to come 

back to some events in the near future. 
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The Letchmore Trust Art Prizes 2017

On Visitation Day, James James-
Crook (M1968-72), President of 

the OA Society, and Hugh 
Schermuly (M1974-79), Chairman of the 

Letchmore Trust, spent a long time 

deliberating over the high standard of 

art produced by Aldenham’s students. 

James James-Crook and Hugh Schermuly with James Shrimpton’s winning artwork

The flags were then laid upon  

the altar, along with the CCF’s 

colours during the opening 

hymn. Former Padre Simon Chapman 

preached at the service on the acute 

sense of loss felt by those who had been 

bereaved as a result of the conflict. 

Head Boy: Stephan McMahon 
(R2010-17), and Head Girl, Nicola 
Butchart (P2010-17) read the names of 

the 45 OAs who died in the First World 

Remembrance Day - 11th November 2016
On Friday 11th November, the Senior School assembled in the 
Chapel to mark Armistice Day. Members of the School community 
walked along the path to Chapel past flags from more than  
50 nations represented in the School. 

War between the 11th November 

1915-1916, Aldenham’s deadliest year in 

the war. The two minutes’ silence having 

been observed, the congregation left the 

Chapel in silence as the bell tolled 288 

times, once for every casualty of the War 

amongst the Aldenham community. 

On Remembrance Sunday, dozens of 

Boarders and teachers gathered around 

the Green in Letchmore Heath to take 

part in the Remembrance Day 

Javier Dalpat’s intermediate prize-winning art

commemorations. The CCF were well 

represented during the service, and 

members of the Brass Ensemble 

accompanied the congregational hymns, 

and Reshmi Patel (P2010-17) played the 

Last Post and Reveille. Reverend Philip 
Green (CR2005-Present) led the 

intercessions, and wreaths were laid by the 

Headmaster, Head of the Prep School 

Vicky Gocher (CR2011-Present), and 

Tom Jacobs (M2002-17) from the CCF. 

The Junior Prize, based on the theme  

of ‘Zoomed In’, was awarded to James 

Shrimpton, and the Intermediate prize 

was awarded to Javier Dalpat for his 

consistently high standard of work; Elliot 

Roberts was awarded the Senior Prize 

giving him a year long Museum Pass. 
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Eros to Eros run

THE RESULTS

Position Name Year House Time (h:mm:ss)

1 Paul Cheetam Former Staff 1:28:52

2 Geordie Klein Parent 1:38:34

3 Harvey Dodd 10 B 1:49:25

4 Matt Buckland Staff Ma 1:53:26

5 James Kennedy 10 L 2:00:49

6 Edward Fraser 10 M 2:01:15

7 Rory McGeary 10 M 2:07:13

8 Scott Fraser Parent 2:07:42

9 Myles McLeod 11 B 2:08:32

10 Alan Phillips OA 2:08:43

11 Martin Love Friend of OA 2:08:44

12 Emily Gratton Staff P 2:18:57

13 Callum Lacey 10 K 2:19:57

14 Millie Rees 10 P 2:21:04

15 Lowri Jones Staff Ma 2:24:55

16 Daichi Sadakane 13 K 2:26:21

17 Katie Chambers Staff Ma 2:31:53

18 Richard Hilsden Prep Staff 2:34:25

19 Reshmi Patel 13 P 2:35:57

20 Isaac Okeowo 13 L 2:41:28

21= Gary Bokobza OA 2:42:12

21= John Corp OA 2:42:12

23= Carl Bell 10 M 2:43:46

23= Max Hawkins 11 B 2:43:46

After a rather early, cloudy start, our 

Eros runners met at the statue in 

Piccadilly Circus, ready to run the  

15 miles back to Aldenham. A record 

Alan Phillips (M1977-82) and his friend, 

Martin Love

number of people took part this year, 

with OAs and current Aldenham School 

staff and pupils alike undertaking the 

challenge. Although there were no 

records broken, Paul Cheetham 
(CR1996-99 and 2003-07) once again 

took first place, coming in at just under 

1 hour 30, a fantastic achievement.
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On 13th May 2017, Robert Fielder 
(SHE1931-34) celebrated his 

100th birthday. He was joined in 

his celebrations by his wife of over 70 

years, Peggy, and the rest of his family, 

including his son Robin (SH1961-66)
James James-Crook (M1968-72) 

recalls that, on visiting Robert and Peggy 

at their home, Robert’s first words to 

him were, ‘Ah, I see you’re wearing an 

OA tie!’ James presented Robert with an 

Aldenham mug, and a birthday card 

signed by various members of the 

School, including the Headmaster, 
James Fowler (CR2006-Present). 

Robin told us: ‘Getting to 100 is a 

huge milestone, and I know Dad will be 

thrilled to know he is one of the oldest 

surviving OAs.’ 

Robert Fielder 
celebrates 
100th birthday

Robert and his wife Peggy

News and features

Congratulations to Will Galvin (B1993-2000), son of Austin Galvin (CR1970-2006), 
Housemaster of Kennedy’s 1984-99, and Siobhan Curran, who got married at Aldenham 

School last summer. They were married in the Chapel at School, and their wedding 

breakfast took place in a marquee on Top Field. We wish you both happiness together!

Dawn Lyndon (B1980-82) married her 

partner Ian Foster in the Florida Keys. 

Congratulations to the both of you!

Marriages

Dawn and Ian

Congratulations to Miles Edson 
(B1999-2006), who married Eleanor  

on 17th June 2016. Miles said that he 

‘returned the favour, and Ricky Flax 
(B1999-2006) was his best man’ on the 

day. We wish you both a bright and 

happy future together. 

Miles and Eleanor
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Three former Aldenham School 

pupils Tom Morbey (M2009-16), 
Matthew Prett (K2009-16) and 

Matthew Morgan (M2008-15) were 

invited to St James’s Palace to be 

presented with their Gold Duke of 

Edinburgh’s awards. The memorable 

visit with Prince Philip, the Duke of 

Edinburgh, and the author Bill Bryson 

was the culmination of 18 months of 

hard work and dedication. The Gold 

Award is the highest that can be achieved 

and requires each participant to work 

through five sections: volunteering, 

physical, skills, expedition and residential.

Prince Philip showed great interest in 

all three old boys, asking Tom Morbey 

Duke of Edinburgh Award
On 24th May 2017, a further four 

Aldenham students were awarded their 

Duke of Edinburgh Gold Awards. Eleanor 
Hosford (P2014-16), Oli Beyrich 
(M2008-14), Vicki Garson (P2010-12) 
and Ceri Godfrey (P2008-14) received 

their awards from BBC Sports Presenter 

Ore Oduba. Lorraine Paine (CR2016- 
Present), current Duke of Edinburgh 

co-ordinator at Aldenham School 

attended alongside the OAs.

Vicki Garson said: ‘We spent the 

morning in the gardens of Buckingham 

Palace, before receiving our award in the 

presence of the Duke and Duchess of 

Wessex. It was a really fantastic day, and 

worth the five year wait!

about his residential week volunteering 

with the National Trust; Matthew 

Morgan completed his volunteering by 

helping an elderly neighbour with his 

garden, whilst Matthew Prett did fitness 

for his physical, which also helped with 

his successful application for Sandhurst. 

The three award-holders did their 

practice expedition in the Peak District 

in the spring, and their qualifying 

expedition in the Yorkshire Dales in  

the summer. 

The Duke of Edinburgh Award 

continues to be popular with Aldenham 

students, with 49 boys and girls 

currently working towards their Bronze, 

Silver and Gold awards.

Left to right: Eleanor Hosford (P2014-16), Oli Beyrich (M2008-14), Vicki Garson (P2010-12), 

Ore Oduba, Lorraine Paine (CR2016-Present) and Ceri Godfrey (P2008-14)

Left to right: Tom Morbey (M2009-16), 

Matthew Prett (K2009-16), Matthew Morgan 

(M2008-15)

In October 2016, Matt made history  

by winning his sixth Alps Tour title  

at the Grand Final in Italy, coming  

in one shot ahead of Richard Jouven.  

His win at the Alps Tour means Matt  

has qualified to play in the Challenge 

Tour this year. Matt was also awarded 

the Order of Merit, and is currently 

Matt Wallace

ranked 242nd in the world, which is  

an incredible achievement. 

In May 2017, Matt also won his  

first European title, coming in 21 under 

par at the Portugal Open. He finished 

three points ahead of his nearest rival, 

having led the competition from  

the start.
(from Matt Wallace’s Twitter page @mattsjwallace with 
his permission)

Old Aldenhamian Matt Wallace (L2003-08) continues to 
make a name for himself in the professional golf circuit. 
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Picture Unveling

Colin James

21 September 1926 - 10 December 2009

Bishop of Basingstoke 1973-77

Bishop of Wakefield 1977-85

Bishop of Winchester 1985-1995

Dad joined Aldenham in January 

1940 following his brother, 

Charles (Anthony) Hancock 
James (SHO1935-40), into School House 

whose housemaster, George Riding, was 

also the Headmaster. He remembered 

his first term as bitterly cold, and 

lacking calcium; he developed terrible 

chilblains, so much so that one arm was 

put in a sling. 

His school days were coloured by war. 

He, along with all other boys, trained as 

part of the OTC (renamed Junior 

Training Corps), and then the newly 

formed Royal Navy section. Food was 

rationed and blackouts enforced. When 

enemy bombers were circling, they 

moved from the dormitories to wooden 

bunks in concrete air-raid shelters in the 

school grounds. Many younger masters 

left to fight and were often 

unsatisfactorily replaced. 

He particularly enjoyed his final two 

years studying History under his 

outstanding tutor, Robert Jocelyn (Jock) 
Evans (CR1916-52) and English under 

Donald Parren (CR1943-61). 
Dad left in 1944 and joined a naval 

scheme that enabled selected cadets to 

go on a six month course at university 

combining academic studies and naval 

training. He applied for a History 

scholarship to Cambridge which he did 

not achieve, however the process 

enabled him to avoid the college 

entrance exam, and he was welcomed 

into King’s where he had once been at 

the choir school. 

Written by Colin’s son, William James, who 

attended the OA Dinner to unveil the portrait. 

Obituary from The Telegraph
The Right Reverend Colin James, who 

died on December 10 aged 83, was 

Bishop of Winchester from 1985 to 1995; 

Bishop Colin James (SHO1940-44) 

highly intelligent if without claim to 

intellectual gifts, he was one of the 

Church of England’s most effective 

pastoral bishops, and his somewhat 

patrician style went down well  

in Hampshire, where he was a  

popular figure. 

His name was twice mentioned as a 

possibility for the Archbishopric of 

Canterbury: first when Dr Michael 

Ramsey retired in 1974, and again in 

1990 when a successor to Dr Robert 

Runcie was needed. But this was never 

an appointment for James, and it is 

doubtful whether he would ever have 

accepted it. 

Colin Clement Walter James was born 

on September 20 1926 in Cambridge, 

where his father was vicar of St. Giles. 

He attended King’s College Choir School, 

but was not a chorister, and shortly 

before Christmas one year broke the 

school rules by going to the cinema. 

There he contracted chickenpox, which 

he passed on to the choir, causing doubt 

as to their availability for the Christmas 

services. They recovered just in time to 

sing at the Christmas Eve service of 

Nine Lessons and Carols.

He went to Aldenham and, after 

serving in the Royal Navy in the final 

stages of the Second World War, 

returned to Cambridge to read History 

at King’s. He prepared for ordination at 

Cuddesdon, and in 1952 become a 

curate at Stepney parish church. There 

James was a member of a large team of 

curates exercising hard-working, 

traditional East End ministry under the 

leadership of the redoubtable Canon 

Edwyn Young. He greatly enjoyed this, 

but in 1965 left London to become 

chaplain of Stowe School. This proved to 

be a much less satisfying experience, as 

the Low Church tradition of the school 

did not suit him. 

In 1959 he joined the staff of the 

BBC’s religious broadcasting 

department. He was soon recognised as 

a highly competent producer, and from 

1960 to 1967 he was in Bristol as 

religious broadcasting organiser for the 

south and west. 

His next appointment took him  

to the diocese of Winchester as vicar  

of St Peter’s, Bournemouth - the central 

parish church of a seaside resort  

which by this time had far too many 

underused Victorian and Edwardian 

churches. 

In 1973 he was appointed to a 

newly-created suffragan bishopric with 

particular responsibility for the northern 

half of Winchester diocese. The 

traditionalists intended the new 

suffragan see to take its title from the 

William James standing beside a portrait of his father
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Chance 
meeting in 
Barbdos

Whilst on holiday last year 

with his wife Ali, OA Nick 
Wharmby (B1964-68) 

bumped into OA Neil Durden-Smith 
(SHE1947-51). Nick and Neil have met 

each other numerous times, but this 

time unplanned on holiday in Barbados! 

Nick and Ali were celebrating the birth 

of their second granddaughter and the 

engagement of their second daughter, 

whilst Neil was on holiday with his wife 

Judy playing golf. And it wasn’t just a 

reunion for the two ex-Aldenham 

students - Judy and Ali both attended 

the same school, Withington Girls’ 

School in Manchester, so it was a 

reunion for them too!

ancient Christian centre of Silchester, 

but the Prime Minister, Edward Heath, 

said that the Church must be identified 

with more recent developments - so 

James became Bishop of Basingstoke. 

Four years later he was translated to 

the bishopric of Wakefield, and although 

Yorkshire’s West Riding was not his 

natural scene, he soon became a highly 

respected figure in the area, combining 

pastoral sensitivity with a degree of 

toughness which the northern clergy 

and laity much appreciated. 

In the central administration of the 

Church, his experience as a broadcaster 

was put to good use when he became 

chairman of the Church Information 

Committee, responsible for the press 

and radio and television department  

at Church House, Westminster. 

He was also Chairman of the Central 

Religious Advisory Council for the BBC 

and the IBA during a period when 

religious broadcasting was losing its 

protected position, and there were some 

who believed that he conceded too 

much to unsympathetic broadcasters. 

When the bishopric of Winchester, 

one of the Church of England’s senior 

sees, became vacant in 1985 it seemed 

natural that James should be translated 

to the diocese he knew so well. After the 

prophetic, visionary episcopate of Bishop 

John Taylor, his pastoral and 

administrative gifts were needed; and 

his friendliness and warm sense of 

humour made him a welcome visitor  

to the churches, vicarages and country 

houses of the diocese. 

Colin James married, in 1962, Sally 

Henshaw, who died in 2001; they had  

a son and two daughters. 

A picture of the Bishop Colin James 

now hangs in Aldenham School’s Dining 

Room, paid for by the OA Society.

‘Lunacy’ at Edinburgh Fringe

This year, three boys, Adam Nasir, 

Archie Hudson Rawlings and 

Zackary Agama took inspiration 

from the Rosenhan experiment, which 

was carried out to determine the validity 

of psychiatric diagnosis. They created a 

fascinating piece of fast-paced, physical 

drama, based in Broadmoor, each in turn 

taking the parts of the experimental 

patients and the researchers. They were 

so delighted with the result that they 

decided to take their production - 

‘Lunacy’ - to the Edinburgh Fringe.  

With help from the Aldenham 

Annual Fund, which paid for their 

performance space, two shows were 

arranged towards the end of the 70th 

anniversary of the Edinburgh Festival 

Fringe - described as the ‘world’s 

greatest platform for creative freedom’. 

The intimate Olive Studio at the 

venue was ideal for this powerful 

production and the boys’ enthusiasm for 

their work dragged in capacity crowds 

on both afternoons. The feedback from 

the audiences was fantastic, with lots of 

laughs to lighten the dark side of the 

experiment and its outcomes.

Following their performance, OAs 

were invited to an after-show party, 

hosted by Headmaster, James Fowler. 

Many ex-members of staff (and 

Honorary OAs) attended, including 

David (CR1991-2017)-and Kate Watts 
(CR1992-2017), and OA Tim Collings 

In the first year of the A level Drama course students have  
to create their own piece of devised work. 

Archie Hudson Rawlings, James Fowler, 

Adam Nasir and Zackary Agama

(SHE1966-69) also attended the drinks. 

OA and Development Manager, Ann 
Saffery, was also in attendance, and told 

us ‘both performances of ‘Lunacy’ were 

well-attended, and the after-party was 

much appreciated by all.’ 

Ann also managed to see OA 

comedian Simon Caine (K1998-2005) 
(featured in the OA Arts article) at his 

show, Laughter is the Best Placebo. One 

review of Simon’s show read: ‘This show 

was one of the best hours I spent this 

week. Strongly recommend people to go 

and see this guy!’
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scenery into venues, and helping move 

touring shows from one venue to the next.

Charlie has worked on a huge variety 

of shows in the West End, including 

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, Billy Elliot, 

The Lion King and The Curious Incident of 

the Dog in the Nighttime. He has also 

helped on fashion shows in London for 

top designers including Cartier, 

McQueen and Roland Moret, and 

Tommy Hilfiger in Florence. 

When asked what his proudest 

achievement is, Charlie told us: ‘I helped 

install a giant mirror in Regent’s Park 

Open Air Theatre, which was roughly 

9x10 metres, and had to sit raised  

off the ground and at an angle. As it was 

outside, it had to be able to withstand 

strong winds, so it was a real challenge!’

Charlie has recently finished working 

on the set for new West End musical 

Dream Girls, based on the Oscar-winning 

film of the same title, musical 42nd 

Street, and Paris Fashion Week. In the 

coming months, Charlie will be working 

on Elf The Musical, as well as helping 

transport an art installation from Venice 

to Chicago to Moscow.

OAs and the Arts

Charlie MacGinty
After leaving Aldenham, Charlie 
MacGinty (M2005-09) went on to study 

Technical Theatre and Stage 

Management at the London Academy  

of Music and Dramatic Art. Whilst at 

LAMDA, Charlie spent some time 

working at a scenery shop in Plymouth, 

TR2, where he gained experience in 

scenic construction, working on 

productions including Shrek The Musical. 

After graduating from LAMDA in 

2011, Charlie went on to work for 

Souvenir Scenic Studios in London, 

where he worked on fashion events in 

London and Paris, alongside West End 

theatre productions. 

Since working for TR2, Charlie has 

moved into freelance carpentry, and has 

worked for the Royal Opera House in the 

props department, as well as in National 

Theatre workshops. Charlie has also 

worked as a production carpenter both 

in the UK and internationally on shows 

including The Bodyguard, American Buffalo, 

and the Barbican production of Hamlet, 

starring Benedict Cumberbatch. His 

main job at the moment is installing 

Hamlet set design, starring Benedict Cumberbatch, performed at The Barbican Theatre

This year’s OA Review has a careers theme, and, as a way of demonstrating some of the 
fantastic talent that has come out of Aldenham and been achieved by its alumni, we got in 

touch with OAs who have moved into various areas of the Arts, to showcase their 
achievements. Participants include those working in the television and film industries, 

musicians, writers and designers. 

Nicholas Maude
Nicholas Maude’s (SH1985-89) career  

as an actor started at Aldenham School, 

when he played the lead role in a school 

production of ‘Pericles’ in 1987. In the 

1987 edition of The Aldenhamian, the 

Editor writes: ‘That it is possible to write 

after some time has elapsed and still 

have clear memories of Nicholas 

Maude’s power and range as Pericles.  

He did convey the requisite sincerity and 

power of the younger man; he caught the 

mental and physical agony experienced 

during the storm as his wife “died” … 

and then with admirable conviction he 

tackled the numbness of despair.’ Terry 
Ford (CR1979-Present) also recalls that 

Nicholas was an exceedingly keen actor 

when he was at Aldenham, and that he 

made a film in Ruislip Woods during his 

time at School.

After School, Nick went on to study 

at the London Academy of Music and 

Dramatic Art, where he graduated from 

in 1992. Since then, Nick has enjoyed a 

varied career of film, television, stage 

and commercial work. Some of Nick’s 

credits include: stage shows of The 

Bodyguard, Peter Pan and The Sound of 

Music; episodes of Fox Network’s 24, and 

BBC’s Doctors; and commercials for Audi, 

Mr Kipling Cakes, PlayStation and IKEA. 

Most recently, Nick starred in War Machine, 

a Netflix movie starring Brad Pitt, based 

on the book by Michael Hastings. 

Alongside his acting credentials,  

Nick is also a professional videographer, 

director and editor, and owner of the 

company Actors Showreels, helping 

actors to put together their showreels, 

and helping to promote them. Nick is  

a keen singer, and co-founded the 

company High Note Entertainment, 

which offers performances for weddings, 

birthdays and corporate events.
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Tom Wainwright
After leaving Aldenham in 2011, Tom 
Wainwright (M2004-11) went to do a 

foundation course at the Royal Central 

School of Speech and Drama, before 

accepting a place at the Academy of  

Live Recorded Arts (ALRA), where he 

studied for three years. Whilst at ALRA, 

Tom was chosen to represent the 

academy at the 2016 Sam Wanamaker 

Festival, where he played Olivia in 

Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night. 

Since graduating in 2016, Tom has 

been signed to an acting agency, and  

has taken to the stage in various 

productions, including a multi-role 

version of The Three Musketeers at Kenton 

Theatre in Henley-on-Thames with only 

three other actors. Following this run, 

Tom went immediately into rehearsing 

for A Christmas Carol at the Core  

Theatre in Corby, where he played  

Fred and Young Scrooge. Tom was also  

in a comedy series on E4 in the spring  

of 2017. 

Alfred Gilbert
Alfred Gilbert (SH1865-72) was born in 

1854, and is noted as having played in 

both the 1st XI Football and Cricket 

teams at Aldenham in 1871. He also 

sculpted a model of Alfred Leeman, as 

mentioned in the December 1931 edition 

of The Aldenhamian. 

After Aldenham, Gilbert went on to 

study at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in 

Paris, as well as studying in Rome and 

Florence, all of which greatly influenced 

his artwork. Gilbert was a member of 

the Royal Academy between 1892-1909, 

having been an associate since 1887. He 

was also made a member of the 

International Society of Sculptors, 

Painters and Gravers, and in 1889 he 

won the Grand Prix at the Paris 

International Exhibition. Gilbert became 

a Member of the Royal Victorian Order 

in 1889, and is credited with being a 

central participant in the New Sculpture 

movement, which occurred in Britain 

towards the end of the 19th Century. 

Alfred Gilbert made a great many 

sculptures over his illustrious career, the 

most notable of which includes Icarus, 

which was commissioned by Lord 

Leighton, and was exhibited at the Royal 

Academy in 1884. Most famously, Gilbert 

created the Shaftesbury Memorial 

Fountain in Piccadilly Circus, 

representing Anteros, but commonly 

known as the Eros Statue. One of 

Gilbert’s last works was the The Queen 

Alexandra Memorial at Marlborough 

Gate, London, sculpted between 1926-32.

Gilbert died on 4th November 1934, but 

his legacy lives on through Aldenham 

School with the annual Eros to Eros run, 

which takes place at the end of the 

Summer term. 

Tom spends a lot of time auditioning for 

parts, but when he’s not acting and 

auditioning, he coaches actors to help 

them with characterisation and 

auditions. You can follow Tom’s updates 

on Instagram and Twitter. 

Harry Collins
Following Aldenham, Harry Collins 
(B2006-11) spent two years touring the 

country with his band Dark Stares, 

playing lead guitar and providing vocals, 

and following his passion for writing 

and playing music. Performing as 

warm-up acts for other British rock 

bands including The Darkness and Enter 

Shikari, Dark Stares released their first 

EP in 2012, and since then have gained a 

strong following of fans and artists alike. 

The band has also performed on the 

main stage at festivals alongside the  

Fun Lovin’ Criminals and Lower  

Than Atlantis. 

While touring with Dark Stares, Harry 

also attended the Academy of 

Contemporary Music in Guildford, 

where he focused on music recording 

and production. Since leaving the ACM, 

Harry has worked for Decca Records (a 

branch of Universal), and Metropolis 

Studios, and has been in the recording 

studio with artists such as Elton John, 

Jess Glynne, Will.i.am and Pharrell, as 

well as working closely with indie pop 

band Bastille as an assistant engineer. 

More recently, Harry has set up a 

recording studio for his band in Hatfield, 

where Dark Stares have been recording 

their new music, set for release 

throughout 2017. ‘We’re now able to 

release unlimited tracks and take the 

time to get them sounding exactly as  

we want without worrying about time 

constraints or budgets,’ Harry told us. 

‘This year is about releasing the new 

tracks, hopefully at least one a month 

(although probably more).’

Dark Stares’s music is available on 

both iTunes and Spotify, and you can 

find them on Twitter, Facebook, MySpace 

and YouTube, as well as on their website 

www.darkstares.com.

http://www.darkstares.com
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Ben Caplan
Ben Caplan (SH1987-90) is an actor 

well-known on our television screens and 

the West End stage, but his acting career 

started long before that in an Aldenham 

School production of Bertolt Brecht’s The 

Caucasian Chalk Circle in 1989.

After leaving Aldenham, Ben went on 

to the Royal Central School of Speech 

and Drama, and since then has 

appeared in a range of television series, 

films, and West End shows, as well as 

directing and producing, and founding 

his own production company. His first 

television role was in ITV’s Where the 

Heart Is, but his appearances have since 

included A Touch of Frost, Band of Brothers 

and most famously, in BBC One’s Call The 

Midwife, where he played Sergeant Peter 

Noakes, alongside Helen George and 

James Goodwin
Following Aldenham, James Goodwin 
(K1980-5) went to work for his family 

business, Titchmarsh and Goodwin, a 

furniture making company, where he 

worked as marketing and sales manager. 

Having grown up in the shadow of this 

highly successful business, with 

illustrious ancestors and relatives, James 

knew that he wanted an ‘original’ career 

for himself, and so left Titchmarsh and 

Goodwin in 1999 to study for an MBA. 

Knowing something of the history of 

furniture, interior art, and architecture 

from his family’s company, James 

graduated with an MA in Art History, 

and, to his delight, found that some of 

his research was later published. This 

led to his working as a freelance 

journalist, including writing articles for 

The Economist and Financial Times. 

In 2004, James created an art market 

course for Maastricht University, whilst 

also writing his first book, The 

International Art Market. Following the 

success of the course in the 

Netherlands, James went on to create 

art market courses for Christie’s in 

London and Hong Kong; Kedge Business 

School in Marseille and Bordeaux; City 

University, and at Ca Foscari in Venice. 

He also became a roaming lecturer, 

giving talks at universities and business 

schools in London, Rotterdam, Hong 

Kong, Beijing and Taipei.

James’s talks cover every aspect of 

the art market, including history, what 

makes art valuable, its operation from 

artist to museum, as well as art law and 

taxation. James said, ‘for me, the most 

interesting aspect of the art market is its 

unusual sociology, in particular what 

makes art valuable in different times 

and places.’

Currently based in both the UK and 

Italy, James splits his time between the 

two countries. He is currently 

completing his ‘overdue’ PhD at the 

Erasmus University in Rotterdam, 

focusing on artists in the 18th Century 

British Art Market; the Erasmus 

University is a specialist in this field. 

James is continuing his lecturing, having 

recently visited China to give a talk on 

the art market. He also plans to develop 

new areas of work in international 

cultural tourism. 

Miranda Hart. Ben’s most recent TV 

appearance was in ITV’s Maigret, starring 

Rowan Atkinson and Kevin McNally. 

As well as television appearances, 

Ben has also been in films including the 

Guy Ritchie action film Rocknrolla, 

starring Gerard Butler and Tom Hardy, 

as well as Leapyear with Amy Adams. But 

it is perhaps in the West End that Ben is 

most well-known, having appeared in 

over 20 shows, including Olivier 

Award-winning Sunny Afternoon, based 

on the music of The Kinks, as well as 

Two Thousand Years at the National 

Theatre. Most recently, Ben has been 

working alongside Sherlock and Mr 

Selfridge star Amanda Abbington in the 

40th anniversary production of Mike 

Leigh’s Abigail’s Party at the Theatre 

Royal, Bath.

Josh Rom
Josh Rom (L2008-13) left Aldenham in 

2013, and discovered his passion for 

media. During his degree at Nottingham 

University, Josh cultivated his love of 

television, working part-time for 

NottsTV as a production assistant, 

editing and filming his own material 

throughout his three years of study. 

Whilst with NottsTV, Josh presented the 

largest ice hockey match outside North 

America, and won a National Student 

Television Award for his breakfast show, 

which he presented and edited. 

Having completed his first degree, 

Josh went on to do a Masters in 

Broadcast Journalism at London City, 

and now has regular slots providing 

reviews on TalkRADIO, as well as 

reporting on the red carpet for BANG 

Showbiz, interviewing chat show hosts 

and reality television stars. Josh also 

regularly appeared on Channel 4’s Big 

Brother spin off show Big Brother’s Bit On 

The Side, as well as 4Music, and has been 

involved in projects for The Evening 

Standard and London Live. In March 2017, 

Josh was a red carpet reporter for the 

Empire Film Awards, and interviewed 

Joanne Froggart, star of ITV’s Downton 

Abbey, as well as Daniel Portman, known 

for his role as Podrick Payne in HBO’s 

fantasy series Game of Thrones. 

Josh says that his dream job would  

be as a showbiz or red carpet reporter 

for a national television programme, 

such as This Morning or Good Morning 

Britain, and he would like to work with 

his brother Benji Rom (L2005-10) later 

on in their careers.
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Robin Danvers-Glasson Parry
Robin Danvers-Glasson Parry (P1959) 
has had a varied career, including 

founding his own brokering company, 

working on his farm, and managing a 

printing company. However, Robin has 

also been an English teacher for many 

years, and, following a time working at 

the Inlingua International School of 

Languages, he founded three schools  

of his own in Palma, Inca and Soller on 

the island of Mallorca. Robin now counts 

himself as ‘semi-retired’, although is still 

working 35 hours a week teaching English! 

As teaching is an all-consuming role, 

Robin uses his free time to write, a 

passion that he credits to his aunt, Hilda 

Danvers Deardon, whose books - 

including The Blonde Madonna: A Modern 

Spy Story - were published in the 1930s. 

Deardon’s novels were mainly 

adventure/spy novels, but, like her 

nephew, she also had a varied career, 

and founded a dance school alongside 

her writing career. 

Robin has written many different 

forms of literature, including a sales 

manual called Take A Nap; three books 

on how to teach English; a poetry 

collection, due for publication later on 

this year; as well as a family saga trilogy 

of books, starting with Richards Park ... 

and Man Made God, followed by Richards 

Park ... and the Devil too, which is also due 

for publication in 2017. Robin has also 

just finished writing a one-act play. 

When asked about the inspiration  

for his novels, Robin said: ‘I quite by 

chance met a family with whom I had 

been very friendly 20 years ago, and I 

had every wish to marry the daughter, 

but the family lived in Canada, and my 

father certainly wasn’t going to let me 

go there without him keeping a 

watching brief! Time and distance 

separated us and she married another 

person and had a daughter. When I met 

the family again, the mother wasn’t in 

England, but the daughter was and I 

supposed I wondered what if …? By the 

time I had driven 200 miles back to my 

farm, I had the outline of a story, and 

spent the following two days writing  

the first five chapters of what was to 

become my first novel, No Sense of  

Shame. In the second part of the book, 

one of the young characters is sent  

to a school in Hertfordshire, and there 

are indeed some moments in which  

I refer to and reflect some of my  

time at Aldenham - some true,  

some invented.’

Robin with his wife, Pepa Danvers-Glasson

Mimi Shodeinde 
Despite only being at Aldenham for two 

years, Mimi Shodeinde (P2010-12) very 

much established herself as an artist, 

winning the Letchmore Trust Senior Art 

Prize, and also receiving a year’s 

membership as a Young Friend of the 

Royal Academy of Arts for her 

outstanding African Portrait. 

Following her successes at school, 

Mimi went on to study Interior 

Architecture at Heriot-Watt University 

in Edinburgh, where she cultivated her 

love of design, art and creativity. It was 

here that she learned what it takes to 

create beautifully designed spaces.

After finishing her degree, Mimi went 

on to set up her own furniture design 

company, Miminat. ‘I never planned to 

go into furniture design,’ Mimi told us. 

‘But I knew I was going to do something 

creative. My love for art and design 

manifested itself during my A Levels at 

Aldenham, where I studied Fine Art, and 

from there I was able to put the creative 

skills I learnt from art and design into 

my own designs.

Mimi’s current collection includes 

chairs, barstools and tables, all of which 

she showcased in Mayfair in December 

2016 through to February 2017. She is 

now busy designing her home 

accessories range, which is due to be 

shown in Miami later on this year. 

As well as being a designer, Mimi is 

also the Co-Founder of the charity SHE.

Creates, which helps young women in 

developing regions by helping nurture 

their creativity. 

You can find Mimi’s designs at  

www.miminat.com, and can also find 

her on instagram. 

http://www.miminat.com
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Peter Haigh
After leaving Aldenham School, Peter 
Haigh (SHO1939-43) joined the British 

Army, serving in Egypt and Palestine. It 

was here that he joined the British 

Forces Broadcasting Service in Jerusalem, 

which provides radio and television 

programmes to those serving in the 

Armed Forces, and also helped set up 

the BBC Overseas News station in Kenya.

Following his career in the army, 

Haigh took various jobs including as a 

tea-planter, postman, and a commercial 

artist, whilst sending numerous letters 

to the BBC asking them for an audition 

for radio. He was eventually given a trial, 

after which he was hired as a television 

announcer in 1952. He went on to 

present Come Dancing (a precursor to the 

BBC’s incredibly popular Strictly Come 

Michael Vatikiotis
Following leaving Aldenham, Michael 
Vatikioits (P1971-75) spent a year 

teaching English in Cairo, before 

attending and graduating from the 

School of Oriental and African Studies 

with a First Class Honours. Having 

already lost a year (spent at Durham 

which was what Michael described as 

‘fun-filled but academically disastrous’), 

Michael secured a grant to study for a 

Doctorate at Oxford University, which 

took him to Thailand, more specifically 

the northern capital of Chiang Mai, 

where he spent a year studying ethnic 

pluralism. 

William Godfree
Following his time at Aldenham, 

William Godfree (K1967-72) went on  

to study music at London’s Guildhall 

School of Music and Drama, where  

he specialised in the piano and 

composition, as well as some 

conducting. Afterwards, William went 

on to study for a short period in Oxford, 

and then taught music at high school 

level; he has also trained various choirs, 

most notably the Dolmetsch Summer 

School Choir. 

After many years spent teaching, 

William more recently turned his hand 

to musical freelancing, and has written 

music for television and theatre, as well 

as composing an opera, Child Roland 

performed by children. Other highlights 

of William’s career include performing 

at a charity fundraiser at the Royal 

Opera House, as well as entertaining at 

a dinner in honour of musical theatre 

composer and lyricist Stephen 

Sondheim, known for musicals such  

as Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber  

of Fleet Street. 

Currently, William is working on a 

musical called Sabrina, based on the 

1954 Billy Wilder film, and is travelling 

between London and Long Island, where 

his lyricist is based. When he is not 

travelling internationally, William is 

travelling the length and breadth of  

the UK performing cabaret, mainly  

for charity, alongside retired MP  

Michael Mates. 

Dancing), where he became senior 

announcer in 1956, as well as Picture 

Parade, a film review show, in which he 

interviewed celebrities including Joan 

Crawford and John Wayne. 

In 1958 Peter Haigh provided the 

voiceover for the third Eurovision Song 

Contest, the year which saw the United 

Kingdom withdraw from the 

competition, and the French entry Dors, 

Mon Amour, sung by Andre Claveau win 

the competition.

Haigh’s career began to decline in the 

1960s, and he made the decision to 

move to Portugal, where he opened a 

waterside restaurant. He moved back to 

the UK in the 1980s, and did various 

voiceovers for advertisements, and 

occasional work for the BBC. He died in 

2001, aged 75.

After graduating with his Doctorate in 

1984, Michael joined the BBC as a 

trainee radio producer and reporter, and 

after three years was appointed Jakarta 

correspondent. He arrived there in 1987, 

and has never left the region. Michael 

told us: ‘my main compulsion to stay in 

Asia is always the fascinating, ever- 

changing story of Asia.’ 

After leaving the BBC, Michael 

worked for almost two decades as a 

journalist, writing for a weekly magazine 

called the Far Eastern Economic Review. He 

explained: ‘my first two books on politics 

in the region were a natural by-product 

of my weekly report from Southeast 

Asia; I was then drawn to writing fiction, 

which is a seriously challenging but 

liberating medium.’ Michael’s first fiction 

book, The Spice Garden, was published in 

2004, and his second book - The Painter of 

Lost Souls - was published three years 

later. Michael’s latest book, Blood and Silk, 

came out this year, and Michael came 

back to the UK to promote it, which 

allowed him to attend OA Day 2017 in 

May. Although new to our shelves, Blood 

and Silk was recently described as 

‘magnificent’ by Richard Cockett in the 

August edition of The Literary Review. 

When asked what his next project 

will be, Michael told us: ‘I would like my 

next book to dwell on my family roots in 

the Middle East, which will take me on a 

journey back to another time and wholly 

different place.’ 
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Austin Churton Fairman
Austin Churton Fairman (SHE1938-42), 
known mainly as Churton Fairman, had 

a varied career as a ballet dancer and 

choreographer, actor, sheep farmer, 

photographer, sculptor and flamenco 

guitarist. However, he is probably best 

known as a radio DJ, under the name of 

Mike Raven. 

Whilst still using his own name, 

Fairman began working for the BBC in 

the 1980s, but later joined the pirate 

radio station Radio Atlanta, founded by 

his cousin the Liberal politician Oliver 

Smedley. It was here, broadcasting on 

the ship Mi Amigo, that he started using 

the name Mike Raven, and presented 

Leo Green
Following Aldenham and in his father, 

Benny Green’s footsteps, Leo Green’s 
(SH1986-91) music career flourished, 

and just two years after leaving School, 

Leo was playing saxophone for 

American singer-songwriter Jerry Lee 

Lewis, whom he toured internationally 

with for two years. Following his time 

touring, Leo then joined band Van 

Morrison for several years, once again 

touring the world, and playing at 

theatres, festivals and concerts, and he 

also appears on many Van Morrison 

albums as a soloist and arranger, 

including Days Like This and Back On Top. 

Leo also recorded and toured with 

musician and television personality 

shows focusing on the music of blues, 

R&B and soul music. Following his time 

at Radio Atlanta, Raven moved to a 

second pirate radio station, Radio Invicta, 

where he was programme controller and 

also presented a daily R&B show.

Following his stint on pirate radios, 

Raven went on to release a compilation 

album entitled The Mike Raven Blues 

Show, and also to work very briefly for 

Radio Luxembourg, before joining BBC 

Radio 1 for its launch day on 30th 

September 1967. The Mike Raven Blues 

Show became a regular feature on BBC 

Radio 1, usually on Sunday evenings. 

Raven left radio in the early 70s and 

returned to a career in acting, focusing 

Jools Holland, and has collaborated with 

other music artists, including Sting, 

Chuck Berry, Ray Charles and Sir Paul 

McCartney. Currently, Leo is performing 

vocals and saxophone with his own 

band The Leo Green Experience.

As well as being a successful 

musician, Leo is also a musical director 

and producer, and has worked on 

albums for the likes of Jane Horrocks, 

and helped organise charity concerts, 

including a sell-out concert at the Royal 

Albert Hall. 

Leo has also been a broadcaster for 

the last few years, working mainly for 

Smooth FM, Jazz FM, and more recently, 

BBC Radio 2. Some of his shows include: 

Leo Green’s Hollywood Special; Too Late To 

Stop Now - The Van Morrison Story; and the 

series Sounds of the 50s with Leo Green, 

which aired on Monday evenings on BBC 

Radio 2. As well as his musical 

achievements, Leo has also written 

articles for The Guardian and GQ. 

In 2010, Leo became the co-founder 

of Bluesfest, a London music festival 

celebrating Blues, Soul and Rock and 

Roll music over three days. Originally 

finding its home at the Royal Albert Hall, 

Bluesfest moved to the much bigger 

location of O2 Arena, in North 

Greenwich, in its fifth year, a clear 

indication of the popularity of the 

festival. Bluesfest 2017 will take place on 

October 28th and 29th, and tickets are 

on general sale now. 

mainly on occult and horror films. His 

filmography includes Lust for a Vampire 

(1971) directed by Jimmy Sangster; I, 

Monster (1971) alongside actors 

Christopher Lee and Peter Cushing; 

Crucible of Terror (1971), directed by James 

Hooker; and Disciple of Death (1972), 

which Raven also co-wrote. 

After his short acting stint, Raven 

reverted to his original name and moved 

to Cornwall with his family, where he 

became a sculptor, carving images from 

wood and granite, which he later went 

on to display in the Penzance Gallery. 

Churton Fairman died on April 4th 

1997 after a long and varied career, and 

is buried in Cornwall. 

Simon Caine
After leaving Aldenham in 2005, Simon 
Caine (K1998-2005) went to study 

Computer Science and Games 

Technology at Nottingham Trent 

University. Having spent three years 

studying, Simon got a job writing jokes 

for social media brands. Simon said, ‘At 

the time, I wasn’t particularly enjoying 

my job, and wanted a break from my 

routine. I spoke to a friend from 

university, and told him my favourite 

thing to do was to make people laugh; 

he asked me, why don’t you do that?’ 

Simon took his friend’s advice, and, 

following a twelve week course on 

overcoming stage fright, became a stand 

up comedian, and has been touring the 

country ever since, as well as writing 

two books and making podcasts. 

Currently, Simon is in the middle of a UK 

tour which he organised entirely 

himself, and appeared at the Edinburgh 

Fringe Festival in August 2017, and 

received great reviews from both 

members of the Aldenham Community, 

and the public on his show. His new 

podcast - The Audio Time Capsule - was 

also released in September 2017 and he 

is currently working on ideas for his 

third book.

On his comedic inspiration, Simon 

told us, ‘I really like Stewart Lee, Daniel 

Kitson, and Louis CK’s early work. 

Comedy and stand up involves a lot of 

writing, and I really enjoy that. It helps 

me process things and feelings, and so I 

do it a lot!’

More information about Simon’s tour 

dates and podcasts can be found at 

www.simoncaine.co.uk, and you will 

also find him on Twitter  

@thismademecool.

http://www.simoncaine.co.uk
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Richard Cowles
Having completed his time at Aldenham, 

Richard Cowles (P1981-86) went to  

work for John Lewis as an A Level 

Management trainee, after deciding that 

he didn’t wish to continue into Higher 

Education at that time. Richard quickly 

was promoted to in-store manager, and 

then joined the buying department for a 

couple of years, but ultimately decided 

retail wasn’t for him. After leaving John 

Lewis, Richard spent some time 

travelling the world, and ultimately 

decided to take a university course in 

Film, Media and Cultural Studies at 

Middlesex; it was here that he had his 

first taste of the television industry, 

when he gained a work placement at the 

now defunct London Weekend 

Television. Richard told us: ‘That job 

gave me an all-important first step into 

television, and once I got my foot in the 

door they couldn’t get rid of me!’

Richard’s main focus at the start of 

his television career was factual 

programmes and observational 

documentaries, and he then moved on 

to factual entertainment series, such as 

the Uncovered series for Sky, a series that 

followed the antics of holiday-goers in 

Ibiza, and also ‘docusoaps’, including 

ITV’s Airline, following the crew and staff 

of EasyJet in their daily work. Richard 

said: ‘Throughout my time working on 

these shows, I learned my craft of 

producing, directing, and ultimately 

series producing,’ something Richard 

has become renowned for. 

The main turning point in his career, 

was working on Temptation Island, an 

American reality TV show, originally 

broadcast on Fox. Richard said, ‘working 

on this show propelled me into a 

different league, and opened my eyes to 

a new way of making television; now it’s 

called reality television, and, rather than 

following people in their real lives, one 

constructed a world into which the cast 

was inserted. It was really fun to make 

and inspired me to think differently. As a 

result, I was asked to develop a show 

that became I’m A Celebrity ... Get Me Out 

Of Here!’ 

Whilst I’m A Celebrity, famously 

hosted by Ant and Dec, has had 14 

successful series, and a 15th is due to air 

towards the end of this year, Richard has 

been working on other reality television 

series including Love Island, which aired 

on ITV2 throughout June and July 2017, 

and Survival of the Fittest during the 

Edinburgh TV Festival, which is set to air 

on ITV2 in 2018. ‘I have a number of 

other reality TV shows in development 

and under construction,’ Richard told 

us. ‘But they’re currently under wraps.’ 

We’ll certainly be looking for your name 

in the credits, Richard! 

You can keep up to date with Richard 

on Twitter: @richardcowles 

Paul Yule
Originally born in South Africa, Paul 
Yule (SH1969-74) moved to the UK 

when he was eight years old, and 

attended Aldenham School before going 

to Oxford University to study Philosophy, 

Politics and Economics. Despite his 

subject choice, Paul told us that he had 

always wanted to be a photographer, 

and therefore became involved in 

various societies at university, including 

taking photographs for university 

theatre productions, as well as for 

journalism outlets. 

Paul’s interest in photography 

continued, and soon he began gaining 

recognition for his work. When asked 

how he got into photojournalism and 

film-making, Paul told us: ‘I took my 

portfolio of pictures to Picture Editors of 

newspapers and magazines until one or 

two of them began to commission me. 

Filmmaking came five or six years later, 

by which time I had realised that I 

wanted to write the words as well as to 

make the pictures; more specifically, I 

had done a picture story in Peru to 

which only I had access, and I took that 

story together with the idea of turning it 

into a documentary to a Commissioning 

Editor at the BBC who, incredibly, gave 

me the opportunity to make the film. 

Once that had happened I discovered 

that I was gradually becoming a 

filmmaker.’

Since then, Paul has gone on to make 

over 30 films and television shows, most 

of which are documentaries. He also 

started his own production company, 

Berwick Universal Pictures, in 1990. 

Many of his films are shot overseas, and 

Paul has filmed on location in South 

Africa, Latin America, the USA and the 

Far East. ’I get inspiration from 

conversations, reading newspaper and 

the media,’ Paul told us. ‘I find politics, 

sports and the arts particularly 

interesting, but a good story is the main 

thing I look for.’ 

When asked which project he is 

proudest of, Paul said: ‘All of them! 

They’re like children one sends out into 

the world.’

Currently Paul is putting together a 

book of photographs, taken over his 

career, and is awaiting funding for 

several documentary ideas. 

To keep up with Paul, you can find 

him on instagram: @paul_yule 
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Hugh Schermuly
Upon leaving Aldenham, Hugh 
Schermuly (M1974-79) went to the 

Gloucestershire College of Art to study  

a foundation course, before studying a 

three year Bachelor’s Degree in 

Information Graphic Design at Harrow 

College of Higher Education. Hugh said: 

‘I always loved art, and having 

experimented with all its various forms 

on my foundation course, I decided that 

graphic design was what I was most 

suited to.’ 

  After graduating, Hugh set up his 

own company, Schermuly Design Co.,  

in 1985. To date, Hugh has 30 years of 

designing coffee table books on a range 

of subjects, including sailing, fishing, 

crafts, painting, science, nature and 

health. 

  More recently, Hugh’s work has 

evolved more on the digital side of 

design, and he focuses on branding, as 

well as building and designing websites, 

digital presentations, and interactive 

books. Hugh has also been been training 

teachers and designers in the use of 

Apple software for the last five years, 

and has been the designer of the OA 

Review for the same length of time, 

volunteering his time to making our 

magazine look so beautiful. He is also 

Chairman of the Letchmore Trust. 

When asked what his proudest 

achievement is, Hugh told us: ‘I don’t 

have any single achievement, but I 

suppose the fact that I have managed to 

continue to work in the field that I love 

so much for so many years means that  

I am proud of that.’

Aldenham 
Onscreen

Starring Malcolm McDowell - who went 

on to star in films including Halloween 

and Stanley Kubrick’s A Clockwork 

Orange, as well as providing voices for 

numerous video games - and Arthur 

Lowe (a former parent), of Dad’s Army 

fame, If was nominated for a Golden 

Globe in the category of ‘Best English- 

Language Foreign Film’. Director Lindsay 

Anderson won the Palme d’Or at the 

1969 Cannes Film Festival, the highest 

prize awarded at the ceremony. Many of 

Aldenham’s contemporaneous pupils 

featured in the film as extras, including 

our President James James-Crook 
(M1968-72). If has received many 

accolades since it was first released 

nearly 50 years ago, and is thought of  

as a classic British film. 

Another production filmed at Aldenham 

was the 2005 adaptation of Tom Brown’s 

Schooldays, starring noted actor and 

comedian Stephen Fry, and Alex Pettyfer. 

The ITV drama was filmed mostly at 

Rugby School, with Aldenham providing 

some of the interior locations for filming 

during the spring half term of 2004. The 

most notable scene of the School is a 

riot which takes place in the Dining 

Room. Following Tom Brown’s Schooldays, 

both Fry and Pettyfer went on to star in 

Stormbreaker in 2006, based on the 

Anthony Horowitz children’s book series.

Aldenham was also used as a setting 

for the 1993 television comedy series 

Bonjour La Classe. The series featured 

Nigel Planer - best known for his role as 

Neil in BBC’s The Young Ones - as a 

French teacher at the prestigious 

Mansion School. The scenes at School 

were shot in the winter of 1992, with 

Aldenham School pupils acting as extras 

throughout. 

Borehamwood has been home to 

several film studios since the 1920s, and 

become known as the ‘British 

Hollywood’. Due to this, countless films 

have used locations very close to both 

Borehamwood and Aldenham School as 

their backdrop. The 1960 film Village of 

the Damned, starring George Sanders and 

Barbara Shelley was filmed in Letchmore 

Heath, which provided the backdrop for 

the damned village Midwich. The Three 

Horseshoes, also in Letchmore Heath, 

has featured in numerous episodes of 

The Avengers television series, along with 

Aldenham village and Patchett’s Green 

providing some of the locations. The  

pub was also the setting for an episode 

of The Professionals, entitled ‘It’s Only A 

Beautiful Picture’, which aired on 27th 

December 1980, and more recently an 

episode of Fresh Meat starring Jack 

Whitehall on Channel 4. Other local 

areas include Letchmore Heath as the 

location for Penny and Stephen’s house 

in As Time Goes By, starring Dame Judi 

Dench and Geoffrey Palmer, as well as  

in an episode of Randall and Hopkirk 

(Deceased). Aldenham village appeared  

in the 1963 film Murder At The Gallop, 

starring Margaret Rutherford as Jane 

Marple; and the Letchmore Heath 

Village Hall was in Coldplay’s music 

video for their single Life In Technicolour II. 

Borehamwood is used regularly as an 

exterior location for ongoing BBC soap 

EastEnders and medical drama Holby City, 

and was also used in an episode of Judge 

John Deed starring Martin Shaw. 

Elstree Studios, Borehamwood is 

where Steven Spielberg filmed parts of 

the Indiana Jones series, as well as being 

home to the Star Wars series and The 

Shining starring Jack Nicholson. MGM 

also has a studio in Borehamwood, 

where Stanley Kubrick filmed part of 

2001: A Space Odyssey in 1968. The former 

Leavesden Studios, not far from the 

School, is now home to the Warner Bros 

Studio Tour: The Making of Harry Potter.

Aldenham School and the surrounding areas have been 
used in film and television numerous times, most famously 
in the 1968 film If.
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Congratulations are in order to 

Geoff Furber (SH1970-74) and his 

wife, Liz, founders of RIPPLE 

Africa, who have received the Points of 

Light Award from the Prime Minister, 

Theresa May. 

The couple, who founded the charity 

in 2003, work with 2,000 Malawians to 

help create sustainable projects for the 

community, including large scale 

educational, healthcare and 

environmental projects. GIG, a global catering, logistics and 

brand support company that 

helps support large sporting 

events and festivals including the 

Olympics, has won its second Queen’s 

Award for Enterprise for International 

Trade, having won their first Queen’s 

Award, for International Performance,  

in 2014. The award this year recognises 

them for International Trade and 

Outstanding Short Term Growth. 

GIG’s CEO and Founder, Tony 
Laurenson (M1971-75) said: ‘This is 

another tremendous honour which 

recognises the fantastic efforts of all  

of our loyal and hard-working staff. It 

was amazing to win our first Queen’s 

award in 2014 and it inspired us to drive 

forward and build on that success rather 

than rest on our laurels. I am immensely 

proud of what we have achieved since I 

launched the business in 1984 from my 

father’s garage.’

Indy 500 Debut Places Third

Ripple Africa wins award GIG wins 
award for 
second 
time

Following a stunning year on the 

track Ed Jones (M2011-13) made 

his debut at the Indianapolis 500 

on the 28th May 2017, having been 

awarded the Indy Light winners trophy 

earlier on this year. 

Starting in 11th position on the grid, 

Ed drove a brilliant race, and came into 

the finish in third, a fantastic 

achievement for a 21-year-old.

Previous to his Indy500 debut, Ed was 

awarded the Earl Howe Trophy from the 

British Racing Drivers’ Club (BRDC), a 

title which acknowledges him as the 

Ripple Africa Receives the Prime Minister’s 
Points of Light Award

RIPPLE Africa is a charity extremely 

close to the heart of Aldenham, and 

every year Y13 students from the School 

have the opportunity to go out to 

Malawi to help support Geoff, Liz and 

RIPPLE Africa, including building 

classrooms for local schools. 

Geoff and Liz said: ‘We are delighted 

to receive this Points of Light Award.  

We are passionate about helping local 

communities in one of the poorest 

countries in the world.’ Congratulations!

most successful member of the BRDC in 

North America. Ed, who is based most of 

the year in Miami, is the youngest 

person ever to have won the title.

Ed’s mother, Elaine, said of him:  

‘We are so proud of Ed, the self-

discipline, incredible fitness and 

physical training regime coupled with 

the need to always maintain a friendly 

but professional demeanour would be 

beyond most of us.’ 

Congratulations Ed! We look forward 

to hearing more of your achievements 

over the coming years!

Geoff and Liz Furber

GIG Wins Queen’s Award 
for Enterprise for the 
Second Time. 
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Parasnowsport Champion
Many congratulations to Grace Conway-Murray (P2007-12), who 
won the title of British Parasnowsport champion at the Delancey 
British National Alpine Ski Championships in Tignes.

Grace, who has been skiing since 

the age of four, competed in the 

Women’s Standing Race, winning 

both the slalom and the giant slalom to 

claim the title.

Grace, who also attended St Hilda’s 

School, part of the Aldenham 

Foundation, told us: ‘I have a really 

intense training schedule. I have training 

camps on snow throughout the year, 

and from December to April, I live in 

France where I have my own race 

trainer. During summer we have camps to 

indoor snow domes, as well as spending 

time in Norway and on the glaciers in 

Austria. This is my first season of 

competing on a global scale, so becoming 

British Champion is a great achievement.’ 

Daniel Andrews - Young Entrepreneur Award

Daniel received two awards at the 

ceremony, one for his digital 

content marketing agency -  

the tree - and a personal award, for 

Entrepreneur of the Year. 

Based in Shoreditch, Daniel started 

the tree three years ago alongside 

partner Ed Fraser, and was delighted to 

have been nominated for the awards. 

Dan said: ‘It was an exciting surprise, 

the nomination list had some great 

brands on there so I didn’t think I’d have 

a chance of winning.’

In the three years that the tree has been 

established, clients have included global 

brands such as Rosetta Stone, GSK and 

HSBC. Dan said: ‘It’s a credit to the team 

more than anything else; we’re doing 

some outstanding work with a young 

and vibrant team, and I’m proud to have 

been given this award on behalf of their 

commitment and bravery.’

Congratulations to Dan, and to the 
tree, for their outstanding achievements! 

We look forward to hearing more of your 

successes in the future! 

Daniel Andrews (B2000-07) has received great accolade this 
year at the Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) London 
Business Awards. 

After claiming her title, Grace is  

now in training for next season, with 

competitions starting in November 2017, 

through to April 2018, with a minimum 

of two races a month. We wish Grace all 

the best, and look forward to hearing 

more of her achievements!
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School visits

Avinash Daswani (B1988-93) and his brother 

Anand Daswani (B1991-6) came back to 

Aldenham School for a visit in March 2017, along 

with their families. Both Avi and Anand, being 

in Beevor’s House, were shown around following 

the renovations that took place last year, and 

were impressed with the way the School has 

improved since they were last here. 

Keep Calm 
and Destress 
- A Lesson 
For Life

A group of almost 70 Year 12 

students enjoyed the benefits of 

a presentation on the effects of 

stress and how to cope when feelings 

become overwhelming. The session was 

taken by Old Aldenhamian, Andre Zitcer 
(P1974-77). 

Andre is a Doctor of Chinese 

Medicine and licensed acupuncturist 

who has practised trauma therapy in 

the USA since the 1980s. His work is 

primarily with people who have suffered 

a traumatic experience or might have an 

addiction. He also helps people with 

managing stress and this was the focus 

of his talk to the Aldenham students. 

After providing some background  

to the causes and effects of stress,  

and sharing personal experience from 

his youth and early years, Andrew 

offered some tips on coping with exam 

stress, as well as other everyday life 

situations that may cause anxiety. His 

gentle approach quickly put the 

students at their ease and prompted 

some very thoughtful questions at the 

end of the session.

Stephen Wright (K2005-12) talk on 

Engineering

Gary Bartholomew (K1969-73) and Dick 

Hall (K1969-74)

Simon Griffin (SHO1979-84), who now lives 

and works in Hong Kong, came back to visit 

Aldenham with his family in July. 

Luise Roessel (P2009-10) came back to 

Aldenham in June, visiting from her home in 

Germany.

Duncan McPhee (M1954-59), who came 

back for the first time this year since 

leaving School.
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BOOKING FORM – OA DAY 2018

Name

House & dates at Aldenham

Address

Post Code

Telephone (home)

Email

Telephone (work)

Telephone (mobile)

I would also like to bring a guest, his / her name is 

Please indicate any special dietary requirements

Old Aldenhamian Day
 
Sunday 10th June 2018

All OAs welcome

The focus of OA Day 2018 will be a Kennedy’s Gaudy hosted by Richard Pineo 
(CR2016-Present), Housemaster, Kennedy’s and Louise Gall (CR2004-Present), 
Housemistress, Martineau’s and their families.

Personal invitations will be sent early next year to OAs who were in Kennedy’s 
and to all current and former staff who are or have been associated with the 
House. We will also be writing to OAs who joined the School at the age of 11 and 
went into Martineau’s House, which now shares the building.  
Please ensure that the Development and OA Office has your correct contact 
details, including an email address and help spread the word about this special 
occasion.

The John Dewes Cricket match has been scheduled to be played on OA Day and 
a full programme of activities will be announced nearer the time. 
You will be welcome to attend all or part of the day. Please register your 
intention to attend by email to Jackie@aldenham.com or return the reply slip 
below by Monday 15th May 2018.



ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
6.00pm Wednesday 14th March 2018

The Whitbread Room, Aldenham School

An Agenda will be circulated in advance of the meeting. Please send items for discussion  
to the Development & OA Office.

There will be a complimentary Supper at 7.30pm for OAs and their guests.

If you are unable to attend the meeting you are welcome to attend the Supper only. 

For catering purposes, please register your intention to attend by email to  
jackie@aldenham.com or by returning the slip on the right

ANNUAL DINNER 2017 
Saturday 25th November at Aldenham School

6.15pm Drinks Reception in The Apthorp Room of The Wells Centre with entertainment

7.30-11.00pm Dinner in the Dining Hall

Principal Guest and Speaker The Headmaster, James Fowler MA

Tickets: £50 per person (OA Society members & guest)

£40 per person for those 25 or under on the day of the Dinner

£55 per person for Non-members of the OA Society

The OA Society will subsidise members and their partner 

Price will include pre-dinner drinks, wine with dinner & coffee with mints. 

There will be a cash bar for additional wine & soft drinks as required – Wine £10 per bottle

Bookings to Ian Luetchford c/o Development & OA Office, Aldenham School, Elstree, Herts 
WD6 3AJ by Tuesday 8th November 2017

 
Enquiries to Jackie Wilkie jackie@aldenham.com Tel: 01923 851 614 

IS IT TIME TO RENEW YOUR OA SUBSCRIPTION?

New membership subscription arrangements were unanimously approved at the Society’s 
AGM in 2002 to enable the Society to provide members with an improved service, in 
particular expansion and improvement of the OA website.

All existing Life Members who left the School twenty years ago or more are invited to pay a 
voluntary annual subscription to the Society. An appropriate sum would be £10 per annum 
though the Society would welcome larger amounts. 

If you left School in Summer 1997 or before, you are invited to start paying a voluntary 
annual subscription to the Society. 

Should you wish to make a voluntary annual subscription, please complete the Standing 
Order form (right) and return it to the Development & OA Office or set up online.

mailto:jackie%40aldenham.com?subject=
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If you plan to attend the meeting &/or the Supper please complete & return this form to the  
OA Office, Aldenham School, Elstree, Herts WD6 3AJ or email: jackie@aldenham.com

STANDING ORDER AUTHORITY 
 Old Aldenhamian Society Voluntary Membership Subscription

Name House & dates at Aldenham

Address

Post Code

Telephone

I will be attending the AGM / Supper / and will bring guests to the Supper.

Email

Please indicate any special dietary requirements

BOOKING FORM – ANNUAL DINNER 2017

Name

House & dates at Aldenham

Address

Post Code

Telephone (home)

Email

I will arrive in time for the Pre-dinner Reception Yes / No

Please return this slip to Ian Luetchford, c/o Development & OA Office, Aldenham School, Elstree, Herts WD6 3AJ by Tuesday 8th November 2016. 

Enquiries to Jackie Wilkie Email: jackie@aldenham.com Tel: 01923 851 614 

Telephone (work)

Telephone (mobile)

I would also like to bring a guest, his / her name is 

I would like ticket(s) at £50 (member & guest) or  ticket(s) at £55 (non-member & guest) or  ticket(s) at £40 

Cheque enclosed for £  made payable to ‘Old Aldenhamian Society’ or contact Jackie (below) for direct payment to OA Bank Account

Please indicate any special dietary requirements

Name

Address

Post Code

Telephone

Email

I would like to make a Voluntary Membership Subscription to the Old Aldenhamian Society of £  each year

Start date until / further notice 

Name(s) of Account Holder(s)

Bank/ Building Society details

Bank/ Building Society address

Post Code

Sort CodeAccount no.

Please return the completed form to: Richard Peart, Honorary Treasurer,  
Old Aldenhamian Society, c/o Old Aldenhamian Office, Aldenham School, 
Elstree, Herts WD6 3AJ

For OA Office & Bank use only

Bank please quote as Ref Date

Please Pay
Name: Old Aldenhamian Society
Bank: NatWest plc

Account no.

Sort Code

Please debit my / our account accordingly.

 Signature

For OA Office use only

(age 25 years or under)



✁

✁
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In the third year of The First World War, 1917, the world saw 
many significant battles take place, most notably the Battle 
of Passchendaele. Remarkably, only a handful Old 
Aldenhamians died at Passchendaele, but a total of 36 boys 
lost their lives in 1917, a number second only to the war year 
of 1916. One hundred years on, we look back at the Battles of 
Arras, Passchendaele and Ypres Salient, and remember those 
- Masters and OAs alike - for their sacrifices.

Thomas Russell Bland (SH1911-12),  
was born in Brownhills, Leebotwood, in 

Shrewsbury. A note in the March 1919 

Aldenhamian says:

‘After leaving Aldenham, entered the 

service of the National Provincial Bank at 

Newcastle. After completing his training 

in the Inns of Court O.T.C, he was 

gazetted to the 5th North Staffordshire 

Regiment in July 1916.’ 

On the 20th July 1917, Bland was 

reported missing. His body was never 

found, and he was presumed to have 

been killed. He was aged 20. 

Reginald Stock Gasson (SH1906-14) 
received his football colours at 

Aldenham School in 1913, and was also  

a member of the shooting team. He also 

represented Aldenham at the Public 

School Boxing Championship in 1914. 

Gasson was commissioned to the 6th 

Middlesex Regiment in October 1914, 

just a few months after leaving School, 

and was promoted to Lieutenant in 

December 1915, after he had been out  

on the Western Front for a short time.  

He was sent home in the summer of 

1916 due to injury, and remained at 

Pinewood Sanatorium until his death  

on Christmas Day 1917. He was 21. 

Philip Townsend Crowther (SH1896-
1901), originally from Huddersfield, is 

noted with representing Aldenham in 

the Public Schools Gymnastic 

Competition in 1900 and 1901. After 

leaving School, he moved back home, 

and from 1901-1905 he trained in 

Engineering Works in Huddersfield,  
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after which he entered Leeds  

University in 1908. 

Philip was killed in action on the  

4th May 1917, and his death is noted in 

the July 1917 edition of The Aldenhamian.  

He was 33. 

Philip Crowther is buried in the 

Albuera Cemetery in Bailleul-Sir-

Berthoult.

Leslie Henry Worssam (B1897-1902), 
originally from St. Albans, was a member 

of the Aldenham football team 1901-2. 

After leaving School, he joined G. J. 

Worssam and Son Brewer’s Engineers, 

and became a Director. 

Once war broke out, Worssam joined 

the Honourable Artillery Company, and 

was sent out to the Front, serving in 

France for two years. 

Worssam was killed at the Somme on 

the 8th February 1917, and is buried in 

the Ancre British Cemetery in Beaumont-

Hamel. He was 32 years old. 

After leaving Aldenham, Francis John 
Geoghegan (SH1889-94) - originally from 

Dublin - went to Cambridge University, 

and took his Bachelor’s Degree in 1897. 

After moving back to Dublin, Geoghegan 

completed his medical studies at Trinity 

College. Subsequently, he moved back to 

England to practise medicine, before 

accepting the post of Designated Medical 

Officer on the South India Railway. 

In 1916, Geoghegan served in the 

Royal Army Medical Corps as Medical 

Officer at the Kimmel Camp, having 

failed to pass the medical test for service 

in France. Whilst there, Francis 

Geoghegan contracted pneumonia, and 

died on March 9th 1917 following his 

battle with the illness. 

The March 1920 Aldenhamian notes 

Geoghegan as a ‘violinist, devoted to 

music throughout his life.’

Geoghegan died at the Somme,  

and is buried in the Puchevillers British 

Cemetary. He was 38. 

James Linton Graham Kearton  
(SH1904- 05), received his commission  

in the 14th City of London Regiment in 

1915, but was soon after transferred to 

the Welsh Guards. 

He died of wounds on the 3rd 

December 1917, at Peronne in France.  

He was 28. Kearton is buried at the 

Rocquigny-Equancourt Road British 

Cemetery in Manancourt. 

Henry Lex Francis Adam Gielgud 
(SH1892-1900) is noted with having been 

Head of the School in 1900, and also 

Editor of The Aldenhamian. After leaving 

Aldenham, he graduated with a First 

Class Degree in the Classics in 1903.  

He is also noted with having rowed for 

Cambridge in the University Trial Eights. 

Gielgud became a chartered 

accountant after graduating, and  

in 1910-11 was a member of the 

Commission formed to look into  

the affairs of the Peruvian Amazon 

Company in South America. 

In 1914, Henry Gielgud was gazetted 

to the Norfolk Regiment, and received 

his second star in January 1915. Shortly 

after, in May, Gielgud went to France 

with his Battalion, and was promoted  
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to Captain in October. He was awarded 

the Military Cross in August 1916 after 

participating in some of the heaviest 

fighting on the Somme, and was 

promoted to Major a month later. 

Gielgud was wounded in May 1917, 

but returned to take command of his old 

Battalion in November. Henry Gielgud 

was last seen, as March 1918 

Aldenhamian notes: ‘completely 

surrounded by Germans and fighting 

desperately, although already wounded 

in several places.’ 

One of Gielgud’s contemporaries 

wrote of him: ‘I can only say that the 

Colonel gave his life in a cause that I 

know was dearest to him, and died like a 

brave man in the face of fearful odds. He 

was the finest type of an Englishman.’ 

Henry Gielgud is buried in the 

Cambrai Memorial. He was aged 37. 

George Burton Seward (SH1908-11) was 

reported missing on the 6th November 

1917 whilst fighting in Ypres. Part of the 

Duke of Cornwall’s Light Infantry, 

Seward has a gravestone in the Tyne Cot 

Memorial. He was 29. 

Alfred Stephen Gilbert (SH1891-1893) 
was the youngest son of Alfred Gilbert 
(SH1865-72). After leaving Aldenham, 

Gilbert entered the training ship 

Worcester, and, having failed to became 

a naval cadet, entered the Merchant 

Service. From there, Gilbert went on to 

join the B.N.K, fulfilling a year’s service 

on a battleship. 

As of 1910, Gilbert had been Second 

Officer on the White Star Line from 

Liverpool to New York. When war broke 

out, he was appointed Navigating Officer 

on an auxiliary cruiser, and then 

transferred in the position of Lieutenant 

to a second cruiser, patrolling the 

Eastern waters. 

When Gilbert returned to England in 

1916, he was given the command of a 

vessel to sweep for mines, as well as 

chasing submarines in the North Sea. 

On the 8th May 1917, Alfred Gilbert’s 

ship was struck by a mine in the North 

Sea and he was killed. His body was 

recovered and interred at Edinburgh, 

and Gilbert is buried at the Cockpen Old 

Churchyard in Midlothian. He was 36 

years old, and left behind him a wife 

and son. 

John Elliott Terry (SH1903-03), from 

Elstree, received his commission in the 

Royal Flying Corps in October 1917. 

Little is known about his military 

service, other than that he was 

promoted to Second Lieutenant, and 

died in hospital in Rouen on the 16th 

October. He was aged 29. 

John Terry is buried in the St. Sever 

Cemetery, and left behind his wife, 

Phyllis Terry (nee Stockings). 

Stanley Preston (M1895-1900) was the 

youngest son of Lieutenant Colonel 

Alfred Charles Preston. After leaving 

School, Stanley received his commission 

in the Tower Hamlets Rifle Brigade, but 

was quickly moved to the Yorkshire 

Regiment (Militia). He passed his 

examination into the Regular Army in 

1906, and was gazetted in May of the 

same year to the 4th Middlesex 

Regiment, before being transferred for 

service in India. Preston was on the 

Embarkation Staff for the Amor 

expedition, as well as part of the Staff 

during the King’s visit; he received  

the Durbar Coronation Medal for  

his services. 

In 1912, before the war, he was 

appointed an Adjutant of the 1st 

Calcutta Volunteer Rifles, and received 

his Captaincy in 1914. 

Preston was ordered home in July 

1915 and placed at the Front. In 

December 1916, he was appointed 

Designated Approving Authority and 

Quarter-Master General to a division.  

He was made acting Major in May 1917, 

and was killed in action on the 25th 

September 1917 in Ypres. 

Stanley Preston, like George Seward 

and William Poole, is buried in the Tyne 

Cot Memorial. He left behind him a wife, 

Amy Preston (nee Sells), but no children. 

He was 35.

John Preston Sackville West (B1901-
1905), originally from Winchester, 

moved to Canada after leaving 

Aldenham, and spent time working  

on a farm in Tafelberg, Cape Colony, 

with his brother. 

After some time in Canada, West 

then moved to South West Africa, and 

served in Botha’s Mounted Infantry, and 

was later held prisoner for some 

months. When the campaign was 

terminated, West was released and 

returned to England where, in December 

1915, he received his commission in the 

Royal Fleet Auxiliary. He went to France 

in June 1916, and was killed in action on 

the 14th June 1917, in Ypres. He was 28. 

West’s Commanding Officer is noted 

in the December 1917 edition of The 

Aldenhamian as saying:

‘It is no mere form of words to say 

that he was quite one of the bravest 

men I have ever met; I don’t think he 

William Fitzgerald Graham Darbyshire Gerald Godfrey Knighton Thomas Frederick
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knew the meaning of fear. He could  

be absolutely relied on to do his job, 

whatever was in the way. His one fault, 

as a soldier, was his almost too gentle 

disposition. I never could get him to 

hustle his men. When told to get 

anything done, he smiled his old quiet 

smile—and probably did the thing 

himself. He never spoke much, but in 

the mess we shall miss him more than  

I like to think of.’

John West is buried in the Railway 

Dugouts Burial Ground in Belgium. 

After leaving Aldenham, William John 
Roland Ernest Poole (SH1911-12), 
became a solicitor in Harrogate. Upon 

the outbreak of war, Poole was rejected 

for the Regular Army, but shortly 

afterwards was enlisted in the 5th West 

Yorkshire Regiment, where he became  

a Sergeant. 

In July 1915, Poole received a 

commission in the Yorkshire and 

Lancaster Regiment, and shortly after 

was sent to the Western Front. He was 

wounded in July 1917, and had not been 

long back on the Front Line when he 

was killed on the 9th October 1917. 

The Editor of the December 1917 

Aldenhamian notes a letter written to 

Poole’s mother from his Colonel:

‘Your son was one of the officers 

whom I could always rely upon in any 

emergency; he was fearless in the 

trenches, most hard-working when out 

of the line, and his loss will be very 

much felt in the battalion.’

William Poole fell in Ypres, and like 

George Seward and Stanley Preston, is 

buried at the Tyne Cot Memorial. 

Charles Henry Gimingham (M1903-09) 
is noted with having played football for 

the 1st XI 1907-09, as well as 

representing Aldenham at the Public 

Schools Gymnastic Competition. He was 

also a member of the OAFC, and there 

are numberous reports in The 

Aldenhamian that note his sporting 

achievements. 

Upon leaving Aldenham, Gimingham 

became a chartered accountant, passing 

his final exam in November 1914. In the 

same month, he enlisted as a dispatch 

rider for the Royal Engineers, and in April 

1915, was gazetted to the Hertfordshire 

Regiment. The following autumn, 

Gimingham was sent to the Front.

After an injury to his ankle, which 

left him temporarily unable to perform 

infantry work, Charles was attached to 

the Royal Flying Corp, joining a kite 

balloon section still at the Front, and 

performing observational work. Shortly 

afterwards, Gimingham was sent back 

home for further training in free 

ballooning, and in October 1916 was 

sent out once more to the kite balloon 

section, where he became head of his 

section, in the role of Captain. 

Charles Gimingham was killed in 

action on the 9th November 1917 in 

Thessaloniki, in Greece; he was aged  

26. He is buried in the Struma  

Military Cemetery. 

Frederick George Goodyear (M1908-11) 
worked for Sun Life Assurance Society 

after leaving School, and in August 1914, 

joined the Honourable Artillery 

Company. As of September 1914, 

Goodyear served in France, until he was 

gazetted to the London Regiment. In 

October 1915, he was sent once more to 

France from May to November 1916, 

where he then moved to Salonika, and 

then on to Egypt.

Frederick Goodyear received the 

Military Cross in June 1917, four months 

before he died from wounds sustained 

in battle. He died on the 18th December 

in Port Said, Egypt, aged 24. 

Gerard Daniel Ockenden (SH1912-13), 
originally of Palmer’s Green, enlisted in 

the City of London Royal Fusiliers in 

October 1914. In 1915, he was serving  

in Egypt when he was injured, and  

sent home. 

Having volunteered as a bomber, 

Ockenden returned to war in March 

1916, when he was sent to France. He 

was wounded at Gommecourt on 1st 

July 1916, and sent home once again. 

In 1917, Ockenden returned to the 

Western Front for a final time. He was 

hit by a piece of shell on November 30th 

1917, and instantly killed. He was 19. 

Gerard Ockenden is buried at the 

Cambrai Memorial, Louverval, alongside  

Henry Gielgud. 

Harry Thomas William Shepherd 
(P1911-13), known as Tom, joined the 

17th Royal Fusiliers shortly after the 

beginning of war. He went to France in 

November 1915, where he served on the 

Front Line until he was killed by a shell 

on the 29th November 1917 in Cambrai. 

Shepherd spent a short time in the 

Tunnelling Company whilst serving on 

the Front, and his Captain wrote of him: 

‘He was one of my best Lewis gunners, 

and we are very sorry indeed to lose him.’

Tom Shepherd was aged just 21 when 

he died, and he left behind him a wife, 

Marguerite Irene Shepherd. 

Richard Roscoe William Parkinson Holt Alexander Tyson Sidney Upcher
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Donald Farquhar Mackinnon (M1908-
13) is noted as having been a member of 

the 1st Football XI 1912-13, and was also 

Captain of Marriette’s House (McGill’s)  

as of September 1912. 

After war broke, Mackinnon joined 

the I.A.B.O, and was gazetted to the 

117th Mahrattas. Very little is known of 

Mackinnon’s service, other than that he 

died in Tanzania, East Africa, of wounds 

he sustained in August 1917. He was 

aged 23. 

Donald Mackinnon is buried in the 

Dar Es Salaam War Cemetery. 

At the outbreak of war, Harold Mason 
Gleave (M1911-12) was a member of  

the Nottingham University O.T.C.; he 

received his commission in the 3rd 

Sherwood Foresters in August 1914, and 

by January 1915, was attached to the 2nd 

Sherwood Foresters, serving in France. 

Gleave became a Lieutenant in 1915, 

and was wounded in the Battle of Hooge 

in August of the same year. In January 

1916, having recovered from his injuries, 

Gleave was promoted to Captain, and 

attached to the 1st Sherwood Foresters. 

On March 6th 1917, Harold Gleave 

was hit was by a shell whilst returning 

from action at the Somme; he was 

instantly killed. He was 34. 

In the July 1917 edition of The 

Aldenhamian, Gleave’s C.O. is credited 

with writing: 

‘Your boy was a most gallant and 

capable officer, and he was a very 

popular man in the regiment. We all feel 

his loss deeply, and in the eight months 

that he had served under me I had 

grown to greatly like and respect him.  

I hope that you may shortly have some 

proof that his many courageous acts 

have not passed unnoticed.’

Harold Gleave is buried in Hem Farm 

Military Cemetery in Hem-Monacu.

Leslie Clark Grice (SH1907-12) joined 

the Midland and Textile Insurance 

Company after leaving Aldenham. When 

the war broke, Grice joined the Artists 

Rifles, and after a period of active service 

in France, received his commission in 

December 1915 to the B.F.A (1st East 

Anglican Division). 

Grice returned to France in January 

1916, and was fatally wounded on the 

19th April 1917, at Arras. He was 23.

Leslie Grice is buried at the London 

Cemetery in Neuville-Vitasse. 

Noel Keith (SH1896-1901), after leaving 

Aldenham, became a stockbroker, and 

joined the Inns of Court O.T.C when the 

war began. Shortly afterwards, he 

received a commission in the York and 

Lancaster Regiment, and then 

transferred to the Army Cyclist Corps. 

Keith was sent to the front in July 

1915, and was quickly invalided and sent 

home, where he subsequently served 

with A.C.C at their training centre, before 

being promoted to Captain in July 1916. 

He transferred again at the beginning 

of 1917 to the Machine Gun Corps (Heavy 

Branch), and became an instructor at the 

Cadet Battalion Headquarters. He later 

resigned from this post, and the position 

of Captain, upon hearing that the 

Liverpool Regiment was short of officers 

to go to the front, so that he could go 

with them. 

Noel Keith was killed after just three 

months at the Western Front, at 

Armentieres. His C.O. wrote of him: 

‘I can only repeat how very much the 

Regiment and I feel the loss of your 

brother, who was a very gallant English 

gentleman, and had earned the love and 

esteem of his brother officers and the 

men who served under him, and will be 

much missed by all ranks.’ 

He was 33. 

Hugh Francis Pitcairn (SH1892-97), from 

Watford, took his Bachelor’s Degree at 

Oxford University in 1907, after which he 

taught in South Africa for some time. 

In December 1914, Pitcairn gave up 

his position at Durban Preparatory High 

School, and volunteered as a driver for 

the Special Motor Contingent, going to 

German South West Africa. He later 

returned to England, when this 

campaign ended, and entered the Inns  

of Court O.T.C., and then went on to the 

Army Service Corps in May 1916. He was 

subsequently sent to France. 

Hugh Pitcairn was killed in Arras 

when he was thrown from his 

motorcycle on a return journey from 

visiting his brother, 2nd Lieutenant 

Pitcairn, of the Seaforths. He was 37. 

We will remember them.

Sixth Form 
Dance
Letter Received from David 
Leyland (B1942-46)

The latest OA Review (Issue 44), 

refers to St Helen’s Northwood, 

and Robin Chaventré (M1949-52). 
I think Aldenham pioneered the Sixth 

Form dance, and any claim to fame is  

as follows:-

It was in 1946, with St Margaret’s, 

Bushey, when I asked a girl to dance and 

enquired what she was going to do when 

she left school. PT (now known as PE,  

I think) was her reply, and with the tact 

typical of a 17 year old, I said how 

extraordinary that was and I just could 

not imagine pursuing such a career. The 

following morning I was stopped by the 

HM’s wife, Mrs Riding, and was asked 

whether I had enjoyed the dance and did 

I recall dancing with that girl, and of 

course I did. Did I know who she was 

[she asked], and I said no. She was the  

St Helen’s School PT mistress!

Memories

‘Pillow fights between dorms were 
especially fun. What was also common 
was academic rivalries between pupils, 
including friends. Being overly 
competitive, I used to hide an alarm 
clock and a flash light in my pillow so I 
could wake up early and study under 
my blanket without being noticed. 
Unfortunately, on an evening before 
exams, we were attacked, and in the 
ensuing pillow fight, I took a wild pillow 
swing at the young man in front of me, 
forgetting about the hidden alarm 
clock and torch, and knocked the poor 
fellow out! My apologies to whomever 
- I hope there weren’t any lasting side 
effects!’ - Kiya Safai (K1974-77) 

‘My favourite memories of Aldenham 
were all of Martin Field’s (CR1989-
2005) Business Studies classes or 
Chemistry with Doctor Paul Turner 
(CR1998-Present), both of whom had 
a significant impact on my desire to 
learn, and proved just how much fun 
you can have with it.’ - Simon Caine 
(K1998-2005)
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Aldenham laid out 24 July 1671

for the Worshipful Company of Brewers

for a legg of mutton 3 shillings

1 ounce of harty chokes 2 shillings

currons and suggoe and ____  2 shillings 

cabbiggs and cowcumboes 1 shilling

porter for carrying the things  sixpence

markett woman 

markett woman for carving both 2 shillings 

two piggs 10 shillings

half a dozen of butter 3 shillings and sixpence 

two cream cheeses 1 shilling

The table, which was originally 

dedicated to Peter Richardson 
Harding (SH1936-38), a pupil who 

died whilst at Aldenham following a 

short illness on 21st May 1938, was 

replaced with a new, smaller altar table, 

once again dedicated to Peter, with the 

approval of his brother Sir William 
Harding (B1940-1945). 

William Harding (christened George) 

also attended Aldenham, and, following 

a short time in National service, went on 

to have a long and illustrious career 

working for the Foreign Office. His career 

began in 1950, and after completing his 

obligatory training, Sir William was 

posted to Singapore, where he stayed for 

just over a year, before moving on to 

An Aldenham Menu

Altar Table
On 22nd April 2016, the 
School Chapel suffered a 
small fire, charring the altar 
table beyond repair.

placements in Burma, the Dominican 

Republic, Paris and Mexico City. Harding 

held numerous positions throughout his 

career, including the Ambassador to Peru 

and Brazil (1981-4), and Assistant 

Under-Secretary of the State of the 

Americas and Asia. Sir William Harding 

died on 4 December 2016 in France, 

leaving behind him four sons, Rupert, 

Simon, Martin and James. 

Following the purchase of the new 

altar table, Aldenham held a short 

memorial service for Peter. His original 

obituary in July 1938 issue of The 

Aldenhamian read:

‘P. R. Harding came to Aldenham with 

a Junior Platt Scholarship in September, 

1936. His death at the age of sixteen has 

cut off a life of great promise and caused 

great sorrow to all who knew him. So 

surely had he established himself in the 

life of the School and of the School 

House, so mature was his outlook, so 

certain the lead that he was already 

giving in many directions, that it was 

hard to believe that he was only five 

terms among us. His enthusiasm in the 

Corps will long be remembered, and in 

particular he will be missed by the O.T.C 

Band, into which he had infused new life. 

But it is as a friend that we mourn his 

going; all who knew him hoped and 

hoped as news came during his illness 

from Nursing Home. His return to us was 

not to be our hearts go out in sympathy 

to all the members of his family.’
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From Left to Right

Back Row: Henry Kerridge-Judd (B42-44),Christopher Johnson (B40-44), Hugh Baillie (B41-46), William Douglas (B1940-44), Michael Dixon (B1940-43), 

Geoffrey Gowlett (B40-43), Theodore Tall (B41-43), John Noakes (B41-44), George Harding (B40-45), Christopher J Arkell (B42-46), Michael Pennington 

(B39-43), Alan Battcock (B41-44), John K Iddon (B41-44)

2nd Row: Michael Holt (B41-45), Michael Heynes (B41-45), John Lambert (B41-46), Geoffrey Hewlett Thompson (B42-47), David Leyland (B42-46), Michael 

Willis (B43-46), Arthur Dale (B43-45), David Atherton (B43-44), John L C Perry (B42-46), Martin Hyde (B42-45), James Adams (B41-44), Peter Bavin 

(B40-44)

3rd Row: John Walker (B41-43), Warren Bradley-Bryan (B42-45), Raymond Dunham (B42-46), Richard Huntsman (B42-45), John Berridge (B43-47), John 

Page (B42-46), John Morris (B42-46), James Fowler (B41-46), Martin Smith (B42-45), Patrick Dewes (B42-47), Anthony Bradley (B42-46), John Singleton 

(B42-47), David Edwards (B42-46)

4th Row: John Dewes (B40-45), Douglas Mackillop (B39-45), George Douglas (B39-43) Mrs Chiltern, Desmond Barton (B39-43), Mr Fred English (CR1915-

51), Mrs English, Antony Taylor (B39-43), Mr Ernest Breul (CR41-43), Leonard Arthur (B39-44), George Hartley (B40-44)

Front Row: John G Armstrong (B42-46), Walter Spreull (B43-48), Roger Ost (B42-47), David Ogilvy (B43-46), Roy Edlin (B43-47), Robert North (B42-45), 

Hugh Pickett (B43-46), Peter Church (B42-46), William McCombe (B41-44), Anthony Hulks (B42-45), Alec Grayson (B42-44)

Beevor’s (Mr English) 
House Photo 1943
Photo donated by a relative of Warren Bradley-Bryan (B1942-45)
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DEATHS House and dates at the School Died

R A S Adams SHO1966-70 16 August 2014

R S M Algie CR1985-91 18 December 2016

C E Arkell B1946-52 & CR1962-93 14 September 2017

S Baker SHE1974-79 30 June 2017

E J Bentley P1949-53 11 January 2009

T M S Bone B1978-83 6 January 2017

T S S Cashmore M1943-47 26 April 2017

D Chaventre M1943-47 26 September 2016

G Cornfield P1957-62 27 October 2016

M L Cowper SHE1943-47 7 June 2017

A S G Curtis SHO1946-52 8 August 2017

M J B Daniels M1941-45 18 October 2016

T K Dean B1991-93 25 December 2016

A R Fielder SHE1931-34 4 June 2017

M B Goodman M1944-48 17 May 2017

T Gwynne-Evans SHO1950-55 26 July 2017

I R Hamilton-Hill P1948-51 12 November 2016

G W Harding B1940-45 4 December 2016

A H Henderson P1944-49 8 June 2017

J Johnson SHO1958-61 4 January 2017

A Kirkwood Wife of Hugh Kirkwood (CR1946-72) 20 July 2017

B P Kook M2004-05 28 May 2016

T J Law M1945-51 26 July 2017

H K Lawford M1954-58 7 June 2012

H H E Lea M1937-41 31 December 2016

A W M McLaren P1935-38 24 February 2017

J J Noble B1943-47 30 June 2017

P Norman P1942-46 21 February 2017

J M Page B1942-46 16 March 2017

B M Savill SHE1941-46 18 December 2016

M R Sharp B1937-42 28 October 2016

C H Shield SHO1945-49 23 May 2017

G P S Smith SHO1937-39 29 November 2016

J T Spurgen M1942-45 19 January, 2017

P M J Tombleson P1951-55 22 January 2017

J C Webber P1929-32 22 November 2016

R Wickman SHE1970-73 August 2016

S J Willford B2001-04 20 March 2016

R F Willmott SHO1940-44 13 May 2017

Corrections to the 2016 list

J M Parks M1939-41 5 April 2016

F E Stevens CR1939-47 11 September 2015

Obituaries and 
Tributes
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Adam S G Curtis (SH1946-52) who died 

aged 83 (3.1.1934 – 8.8.2017) was 

scientist, diver, gardener, microscopist, 

husband, artist, ‘Querdenker’, father, 

and friend. Coming from an artistic 

background he became interested in 

science during a rainy holiday, where a 

bored neighbour, at a table next to his, 

started educating him in chemistry. 

After studying in Cambridge he moved 

to Edinburgh where he did a PhD on the 

“Biophysics of Development” and met 

his future wife Ann. 

In his postdoc in London he worked 

with Michael Abercrombie developing  

a novel microscopy technique, 

interference reflection microscopy, that 

allowed one to measure the distance 

between a cell and the surface it 

adhered to. He was also a pioneer in 

applying stringent morphometric 

analysis to cell biology. In 1962 he 

became a Lecturer in Zoology at 

University College London and in 1967 

he moved to Glasgow to become the first 

Professor of Cell Biology in the UK. By 

this time he and Ann had two daughters 

Penelope and Susanna.

In Glasgow he continued to 

investigate the mechanisms and 

physical underpinnings of cells’ 

adhesion to each other and to materials. 

Working with sponges that he sourced 

on his diving expeditions to the local 

reefs in the West of Scotland, he 

continued to study how cell-to-cell 

adhesion is controlled and how it is 

involved in morphogenesis. The 

biochemical and physical mechanisms 

and underpinnings of cells’ adhesion to 

each other and to materials continued 

to fascinate him. Shortly after his 

appointment he created an Honours 

course for Cell Biology, where he taught 

lively practical classes and lectured in 

his irreverent style. He was always 

exceedingly generous with his time 

where students were concerned, 

particularly at reading parties, one of his 

enthusiasms, and held, appropriately 

enough at the Marine Biology station in 

Millport.

Always a keen gardener he had an 

allotment where he got talking to Chris 

Wilkinson, another keen gardener and 

Professor of Electronic Engineering at 

Glasgow. This started their joint exploits 

in bioengineering, a highly productive 

time under BP ‘blue skies’ funding, that 

allowed Adam and Chris to assemble a 

team of young scientists. Their first 

collaborative work was on designing 

electronic interfaces to ‘talk to nerve 

cells’, a theme that would continue to 

occupy their joint work for decades to 

come. Another area of common interest 

was to apply the engineer’s ability to 

control surface structure at the 

micrometer and the nanometer level to 

biology. Adam was keen to use devices 

made with these techniques to 

investigate contact guidance, how cells 

respond to material topography, and use 

these to instruct cells to ‘do the right 

thing’. Together they founded the Centre 

for Cell Engineering in 1997, as a 

collaborative centre cutting across 

Engineering, Chemistry and Biology with 

members from both Strathclyde and 

Glasgow Universities.

As part of several parallel and 

successive international grant consortia 

he built his reputation in bioengineering, 

tissue engineering and 

nanobiomaterials, attracting a string of 

talented researchers to Glasgow. All this 

was very much helped by the parties 

that Adam and Ann hosted when project 

meetings were in Glasgow, or to 

welcome new people and last but not 

least the celebrations they held for  

the Cell Biology Honours students  

after exams. 

After becoming Professor Emeritus  

in 2004 Adam did not give up science, 

writing a paper on how cells ‘tiptoe’ 

around when they first adhere to a 

surface. He came up with and 

established the proof of concept for 

nanokicking, a unique concept where  

a surface is subtly jiggled to instruct 

stem cells to differentiate into bone. 

At the University of Glasgow Adam 

served as Head of Department, Head of 

Division, and Director of the Centre for 

Cell Engineering. He was particularly 

active on the University Library 

Committee. 

Always a very dynamic member of 

scientific societies, he served on Cell 

Section and was President of the Society 

for Experimental Biology 1993-1995; as 

one of the founding fathers of the Tissue 

and Cell Engineering Society UK he was 

its president 2001-2003. Adam’s work 

has been recognised nationally and 

internationally with several prizes 

including the Cuvier Medal of the 

Zoological Society of France in 1972, the 

President’s Medal from the UK Society 

for Biomaterials, the Chapman Memorial 

Medal, IMMM, 2008. He was a Fellow of 

the Royal Society of Edinburgh, the 

Royal Society of Biology, and of 

Biomaterials Science and Engineering 

(World Biomaterials Society).

Outside the University Adam was a 

very active member of the Scottish Sub 

Aqua Club, heading out to the lochs 

whenever he could, mostly on the West 

Coast, and in his late 60s starting to use 

a rebreather. Unfortunately, on a dive in 

the Mediterranean in 2001, he brushed 

against a fish, got stung, and acquired  

a recurrent bacterial infection. His  

other hobby was his garden and 

allotment, where he grew rare plants, 

food and thought.

As a supervisor Adam was generous, 

critical and inspiring. He gave guidance 

and a lot of freedom to develop, 

fostering people’s ideas and supporting 

their progress wherever he could, 

irrespective of origin or gender. His 

many scientific offspring in tenure track 

position across the world, from Japan 

Adam Curtis
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and Canada to the UK and Glasgow, are 

a credit to his style and leadership. It is 

notable that he was a very merit-based 

scientist, not interested in hierarchy, but 

able to relate to all and support hard 

work and talent from whomever it 

came. As a scientist he was always 

interested in the latest developments, 

and being an original thinker, he 

pioneered several fields, such as 

quantitive biophysical measurements 

on individual cells, bioengineering of 

interfaces, and nanobiotechnology 

among others. 

Attending many meetings on cell and 

developmental biology, biomaterials or 

nanoscience Adam had the amazing 

capabilities to listen deeply to talks and 

lectures whilst obviously fast asleep; 

this often utterly surprised the speakers 

who did not reckon with a very pointed 

and always appropriate question from 

his corner.

Adam the scientist can not be 

separated from Adam the person who 

was generous, and kind, always 

interested and at times utterly 

charming. Adam and Ann often 

entertained, and an invitation for dinner 

was to look forward to an evening with 

excellent food (with produce from the 

allotment), superb wines, and an 

entertaining chat about current and 

sometimes arcane topics. 

We will miss him.

Adam is survived by Ann, Penelope 

and Susanna, and two grandchildren.

Written by Professor Mathis Riehle,  

of Glasgow University 

He is survived by his wife Barbara, 

his three children, and three 

grandchildren. He was a much 

loved and very kind man, known as 

quite a character locally, and his 

well-attended funeral was a lovely 

celebration of a long and happy life. 

Angus’s working life included 

farming with his father and brother on 

the family farm, followed by a long 

period spent working as a Driving 

Examiner - both jobs he loved. His 

war-time service was as a motorcycle 

dispatch rider which suited him well as 

Angus William Monteath 
McLaren

he had a life-long enthusiasm for 

motorbikes. A man of many interests, he 

loved to listen to traditional jazz and 

was a fount of information about 

players and bands. He was also a keen 

sportsman - playing squash and 

badminton regularly - and was a 

committed member of Ashbrooke 

Hockey Club, Sunderland, for whom he 

played until he was in his early 80s. He 

never cared about winning when he 

played sport, truly subscribing to that 

well-known quotation: it matters ‘not 

that you won or lost - but how you 

played the game’. 

Angus loved to be outdoors and used 

to take himself off camping in the Lake 

District. He preferred a method of 

camping that was as far from glamping 

as possible, always staying on a site 

which offered merely a toilet and a cold 

water tap. He would swim in the lakes 

and rivers, regardless of weather, and 

dine out each evening on fish and chips, 

patronising a different local chippy  

each day. 

When Angus died many of the cards 

and letters the family received 

mentioned his gentlemanly behaviour 

and his unfailing kindness. On so many 

occasions he put himself out to help 

others. He will be remembered with 

great affection by his family and  

many friends.

Angus McLaren (P1935-38) died peacefully on 24 February 
2017 at the age of 96. 

Robin 
Sharp
Maurice Roydon Sharp 
(B1937-42) Tribute

Robin was virtually my only 

remaining relative and a year 

younger than me, having lost my 

96 year old sister in June 2016. We went 

to school together in Orpington at the 

age of 8, and then to Aldenham. While I 

was in School House, he was across the 

grass in what I know as “English’s”. We 

kept in touch by letter and phone ever 

since. He was at the family reunion in 

the Isle of Wight last April 2016, and 

features on the DVD explaining the 

words of the School Song and  

two Graces.

Geoffrey Prall (SHE1936-40)
Robin died in October 2016, aged 92. He 

leaves behind him his sons Christopher 

and Geoffrey, and three grandchildren 

Jamie, Harriet and William. 
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Bryan Robson

Twin to Pauline, Bryan and his 

family moved south during  

the Second World War, settling  

in Radlett. 

In 1944, Bryan attended Edge Grove 

School for five years, before beginning 

his time at Aldenham in 1949. After 

leaving School, he completed his 

National Service, and went on to win a 

choral scholarship to Magdalen College, 

Oxford, where he graduated in 1959 with 

an honours degree in English Language 

and Literature. 

After leaving Oxford, Bryan took the 

position of English Specialist and Head 

of Drama at Campbell College, Belfast, 

where he remained until 1966. During 

this time, he was also completing some 

acting jobs, including at the Lyric Studio 

Theatre in Belfast, and also for BBC 

Northern Ireland. 

In 1968, Bryan went to work at the 

Bristol Old Vic, and worked on plays 

Bryan Robson (M1949-53) was born on the 9th 
November 1935 in Heworth, Country Durham, 
to Thomas and Nellie Robson (nee Dodds). 

including Agamemnon, and 

Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet and 

Hamlet. He also completed an 

international tour with the company. 

In 1967, Bryan married Gillian Hurst, 

and together they had three children. 

Shortly after their marriage, Bryan 

became an actor at the Royal 

Shakespeare Company in Stratford, 

performing in As You Like It, King Lear, 

and Troilus and Cressida at Stratford, and 

internationally. He was also working for 

the BBC and ITV at this time. 

In 1970, Bryan Robson took the 

position of Head of English, at St Paul’s 

School in London, an independent boys’ 

school on the banks of the River 

Thames. Bryan fulfilled this position for 

19 years, before taking on the position of 

Head of Drama at the same school. During 

this time, Bryan joined the professional 

choir of the Grosvenor Chapel, in the 

City of Westminster, as a bass baritone. 

Jeremy Noble

After leaving School, Jeremy Noble 

was awarded a scholarship to 

Oxford University in 1946. 

However, before taking up his place at 

Worcester College, Noble completed his 

National Service with the Intelligence 

Corps in Austria. In 1949, when Jeremy 

took his place at university, he was 

already studying music alongside his 

chosen academic subject, and before 

long realised that his interest lay in 

music rather than in Classics. 

Despite his long and illustrious 

career, Noble published very few works; 

however his first published essays were 

written in the 1950s, and focused on 

Shortly after leaving St Paul’s School, 

Bryan went to work at the National 

Theatre, and was involved in 

performances including Peter Pan,  

The Homecoming by Harold Pinter, and  

An Enemy of the People. He remained 

there until 2001, before working for ITV, 

the BBC, Scottish Media Group and 

Channel 4 on various television 

programmes, including Goodbye Mr Chips, 

Mindgame, A Woman’s Place and The 

Dinosaur Hunters.

In 2000, Bryan married Annick 

Pasquier, whom he had met in London 

some 40 years before, in 1961. They had 

two children.

Bryan retired in 2003, and spent his 

time writing critical articles, memoirs 

and poetry. He died on the 21st May 

2016 following a battle with cancer. His 

memorial, held at the Grosvenor Chapel 

where Bryan sang for many years, was 

well-attended by friends and family. 

Bryan is survived by his wife, Annick; 

his children - Sophy, Barnaby, Miranda, 

Edith and William; and his 

grandchildren: Jade, Caspar, Uma, Milis, 

Miles, Daniel, Benjamin, and Iris Mae.

John Jeremy Noble (B1943-47) was born in March 1930, and 
was the youngest son of James and Avis Noble. Following the 
death of his oldest brother Ralph, the family moved to 
London, and Jeremy attended Aldenham.

Baroque and English Renaissance music, 

as well as the life and works of Josquin 

des Prez, a noted Flemish Renaissance 

composer. Des Prez became something 

of an interest to Noble, and he spent some 

years in cathedral and monastery archives 

researching the composer, and in 1971 

recorded an LP of a mass by Des Prez, an 

effort which contributed to the increased 

interest of sacred Renaissance works over 

the rest of the decade. Noble also served 

on the editorial board of the complete 

edition of Des Prez’s works in 1994. 

Also in the 1950s, alongside his 

scholarly music work, Jeremy Noble 

launched a career as a music critic,  

and over the years wrote for journals 

such as Gramophone, as well as working 

on the BBC Third Programme, and 

joining The Times in 1960, and, after a 

hiatus, again from 1970-76. 

After some years working as a critic, 

Noble then went back to his scholarly 

work in 1963, taking up a research 

fellowship at Birmingham University, 

and three years later, was appointed a 

Professor at the University of Buffalo in 

New York State. It was here that Noble 

remained until his retirement in 1995.

Jeremy Noble was a renowned expert 

in Renaissance music, as well as a 

regarded critic and broadcaster.  

Having had no formal training in music, 

Noble became incredibly successful in 

America, and his knowledge of musicology 

and vast collection of research notes 

became invaluable material to others 

who studied in this field. 

He died in June 2017, aged 87. He is 

survived by his nephew, Clive. Our 

condolences to Jeremy’s family. 
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John Perry RA

As a new Headmaster I did not, I 

hope, make too many demands 

on his patience; my wife and I 

recognised the need for as much 

economy as was possible. Having said 

that, coming from King’s School 

Canterbury, where we lived on a 

shoestring, I was shocked to find such 

lavish spending on Housemasters’ 

accommodation. I was horrified to find 

that demands continued even when it 

should have been patently obvious that 

restraint was the order of the day. Bear 

in mind that Boys’ accommodation was 

frankly dreadful - the film “If” made that 

very clear. So much was expected of John 

at this time and more problems were to 

come early in the academic year ‘74/’75.

Three major problems had to be 

faced. First the arrival of a new Organ; 

at such a knock down price it had to go 

ahead. John and the Governors agreed

Second, in December ‘74 Lord 

Houghton pronounced that Teachers’ 

salaries must increase by 33% backdated 

to April. I was with Roger Ellis (Marlborough) 

and Frank Fisher (Wellington) along with 

five other new Heads. We sat down in 

front of Frank’s TV assuming Houghton’s 

decisions might be included at the end 

of the news programme. At the end? No, 

it was first item headline. Frank turned 

the TV off and we all sat in stunned 

silence. Roger was the first to say “Well, 

we can’t pay so we won’t.”

Back at Aldenham, John and I 

considered. We went to the Board 

meeting in London with a strategy in 

mind. John spoke very calmly and 

concisely; the Board agreed with our 

recommendation. As news spread we 

expected reactions! My study door is 

probably still reverberating from the 

slamming as a senior member of Staff 

received the news of what we had 

decided we could afford.

I do believe that people at Aldenham 

failed to recognise John’s enormous 

contribution at that time. He told me 

once that we had saved the School.  

If we did, it was John who did it.

Third, Central Catering meant that a lot 

of building work had to be done not only 

in the School House Hall, but also in 

each boarding house.

John and I had something in common 

being fellow Gunners, though I was 

merely a two year National Serviceman. 

We shared many a laugh, and our 

journeys to London for Board meetings 

were relaxed and good fun - until we 

had to get serious! John was a 

philatelist, which in times of high 

inflation could provide rich pickings. We 

would go into a Post Office just round the 

corner from Brewer’s Hall where John 

would buy reels of stamps of any 

denomination. He knew that such reels 

would be soon replaced with more 

expensive reels. Value is inversely 

proportional to number printed; I think 

John was a shrewd and successful investor.

He left his post while I was Head and 

I found it most difficult to find a 

replacement. The Governors asked me 

to put a short list in front of them for 

their decision; the experience taught me 

that people have such grandiose titles, 

but the reality is very poor, and in no 

way capable of replacing John. His work 

with IAPS brought him to Church Street 

Kensington, so when I came to the same 

area in 1983 our paths did cross and I 

recently made contact after a lapse of 

years. He was fun to be with, and even 

when the pressure was on, he could still 

manage to laugh. I was able to thank 

him for his work, much of which was 

not appreciated by School employees.

His period in office was surely the 

most difficult ever experienced by 

Bursars. The 1970s put present day 

problems into shade.

   I remember with gratitude and 

great affection, a colleague and a friend.

Peter Boorman, Headmaster 1974-78,  

in tribute following the news of John’s 

death in Issue 44.

When I arrived at Aldenham in 1974 John was Bursar, already 
facing big problems with a deficit budget.

Jack 
Webber
Royal Navy Commander 
John Clarence Webber 
(P1929-32), known as to 
many as Uncle Jack, 
attended Aldenham 
alongside his brother 
Reginald (Reggie) Webber 
(P1922-25). Following his 
time at School, Jack joined 
the Royal Navy, serving on 
D-Day on his ship, as well as 
in Korea and on the Royal 
Tour of Canada in 1939.

Following his time in the Navy, Jack 

went on to work for Hawker 

Siddeley and Listers, an aircraft 

manufacturing company, as a salesman, 

and was a keen clock collector.

Jack died on November 22nd at his 

home in Notting Hill Gate, where he was 

a much loved local character. He was 

101. His funeral notice, published in The 

Telegraph on December 1st 2016, 

specified that no flowers should be laid 

on his grave, and instead urged readers 

to ‘give a bunch of flowers to a complete 

stranger and tell them that they’re 

absolutely marvellous’.
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Colin Hunter Shield

I wish to say a few words in tribute to 

my brother Colin. We were brought 

up together in a happy home on a 

farm in Suffolk and attended the same 

schools more or less together, 

Kindergarten, St Johns College Choir 

School, Cambridge , where Colin was a 

chorister, and Aldenham School. 

While young boys, apart from the 

usual punch ups and squabbles, a strong 

bond developed between us based on 

regard, respect, and a trust which 

carried on throughout our lives. We 

worked together in farming and 

contracting, trusting our decisions - 

luckily they were mostly right!

Colin was always a skilled driver of 

machinery, including tractors and 

combines. I can remember him at 9 

years old driving a Fordson tractor and 

binder when he was hardly heavy enough 

to push the clutch down; he still managed 

to cut seven acres of corn by himself. 

At Aldenham School 1945-6, we used 

to help the local farmer picking potatoes 

behind the tractor and spinner - guess 

who was driving the tractor! 

Colin took time out from farming  

for two years to attend the Royal 

Colin Hunter Shield (SHO1945-49) Obituary by his brother 
Donald Shield (SHO1944-49)

Agricultural College, Cirencester,  

where he won a Diploma in Estate 

Management. 

Later in his farming career, he joined 

the Norfolk Gliding and Flying Club and 

Tibenham Airfield where he won a silver 

qualification in gliding, eventually 

becoming Chairman of the Club for 

several years. Colin was also an 

accomplished skier, visiting his beloved 

Obergurgl in Austria every year until 

recently. Colin’s partner Christine used 

to accompany him, until she passed 

away, having had cancer, fairly recently. 

Colin also had a great love of dogs, 

particularly Golden Retrievers, and is 

pictured here with his dog. 

He will be missed by all of us.

‘I knew Mike Daniels at Cox’s house 

very well. He was a close friend 

who played Jazz records to me in 

the changing room (which was the only 

quiet place), mostly Harry James, Duke 

Ellington and Louis Armstrong. He lived 

near Elstree and I would sometimes go 

over for a weekend. Apart from hearing 

him once on the radio, I never saw him 

again. I am delighted to note he did very 

well. I was always grateful to him for 

widening my rather narrow interest in 

classical music.’

John Moxon (M1942-45)

Michael was born in Norbiton, 

near Kingston Upon Thames, 

on April 23 1928. At Aldenham 

School, he was, like many teenage boys 

of his generation, captivated by jazz and 

took up the trumpet age 16. 

On leaving school he worked in his 

father’s refrigerator business while 

playing in various ad hoc bands, before 

forming the Delta Jazzmen in 1947 […] 

The Delta Jazzmen contrived to fulfil a 

remarkable schedule, appearing at jazz 

clubs, festivals and “riverboat shuffles” 

around the country, gaining their own 

sizeable following of devotees. It was 

also one of the first bands of its type to 

broadcast on BBC Radio. 

His long-playing album, Mike On Mike, 

[was] released in 1960. 

In 1964, while still leading the Delta 

Jazzmen, Daniels launched his 12-piece 

Big Band. This was devoted to recreating 

the early music of Duke Ellington, 

Fletcher Henderson and other 

bandleaders of the late 1920s and 1930s. 

This was pioneering work. Apart from 

Mike Daniels (M1941-45)
Lyttelton … few jazz musicians had 

attempted it. Daniels, who had no 

formal musical training, transcribed  

the orchestral parts from records and 

rehearsed the band. 

Finding that there was an occasional 

need for a baritone saxophone, he bought 

one and taught himself to play it.

In 1977 Daniels retired to live in 

Majorca, where he kept in practice by 

playing trumpet in his local town band. 

He began making annual trips back to 

England in 1985, during which he would 

reassemble the Delta Jazzmen for a few 

gigs. He moved back permanently in 

1992 and resumed leading the band 

full-time. Its final album, Together 

Again, was released in 1999.

Declining health forced him to retire 

for good in 2013. The band’s last gig was 

at the golden wedding party of Timothy 

West and Prunella Scales. 

The Telegraph Obituary.
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Philip was educated at Westbourne 

House prep school in South Wales 

and then Aldenham. He was first 

to acknowledge that this education set 

him up for a career in medicine. 

He learnt music at Aldenham and 

always maintained (modestly) that he 

was accepted into medical school at 

Guy’s because they needed a double-

bass player for the orchestra, from 

which he was quickly ejected!

He played hockey at Aldenham then 

Guy’s, where he became secretary of the 

hockey club, which was not an easy task 

when organising medical students!

He qualified in 1960 and moved to 

Brighton General Hospital in 1961 where 

he met and married Pauline, then a staff 

nurse, in 1962. He was considering a 

career in anaesthetics when a local 

surgeon mentioned a vacant General 

Practice in Ditchling (East Sussex). He 

took over the practice and fell in love 

with both the village and the career of 

General Practice. 

Philip was the dedicated 

quintessential village doctor much loved 

by his patients. He had a special 

empathy with his many needful 

patients, as well as an ability to expertly 

manage more difficult cases. In addition 

to General Practice he carried on giving 

anaesthetics weekly at a local hospital 

and also spent some weeks each year 

working as a ship’s doctor on a Greek 

cruise ship. The latter allowed him to 

travel anywhere from Turkey to South 

Africa to the Amazon, providing many 

hilarious anecdotes of his time at sea. 

He always maintained that the income 

from these journeys allowed him to 

continue to put various extensions on 

the house!

When he was a student he purchased 

a yellow and black 20/25 Sedanca de 

Ville Rolls Royce, which he continued to 

drive until his death. He was a village 

personality, instantly recognisable, 

driving this on home visits to patients. 

My contemporaries at Aldenham may 

well remember Philip picking me and 

my brother Chris (K1968-73) up for 

exeats in the Rolls. In his later years he 

would drive it for weddings and donate 

any proceeds to the local hospice. 

Philip quickly became interested in 

medical education, and became a GP 

trainer in 1972, a Royal College of GP 

examiner in 1978, and then National 

Convenor of the MRCGP examining 

panel in 1987 for some years. He was 

very interested in assessment and 

examination of clinical competency and 

performance, and published a number 

of articles on the subject. 

He was a member of the Professional 

and Linguistics Assessment Board 

(PLAB) for overseas doctor assessment 

from 1991 to 1999, and then Chairman 

for the PLAB examination from 1996-

2003. He was a member of the General 

Medical Council working party on 

Performance 1993-1997, then Lead 

Assessor for the Performance Procedures 

in General Practice 1997-2005. The latter 

was not always an easy job, involving 

assessment of poorly performing 

practices and sometimes ending up in 

court when decisions were disputed. 

After ‘retiring’ from his practice in 

1998, Philip worked as a medical officer 

to the Benefits Agency. I remember him 

often voicing great empathy for these 

clients, many of whom endured 

considerable hardship. 

He was awarded the MBE in 1989 for 

services to Medicine. 

He fully retired in 2008, but was a 

trustee of the local hospice, where he 

spent a period of time during his last 

illness. 

Philip had a myriad of interests: he was 

a dedicated family man, keen horse-

rider on his beloved South Downs, as 

well as a proficient golfer. He was a keen 

genealogist, tracing our family tree back 

to the 1700s and discovering some of the 

‘Tomblesons’ who emigrated to New 

Zealand, my home, in the early 1800s 

were not actually Tombleson by birth! 

He spent 15 years restoring a derelict 

Rolls Royce Phantom 1 back to superb 

condition, and also restored an Austin 7. 

He was keenly interested and involved 

in the local village community, 

especially the history of Ditchling. He 

was a lover of art and spent many a day 

visiting galleries in London. It was 

astonishing how much he fitted into his 

life, and how widely he was respected by 

all the various people’s lives he touched. 

Philip endured two major heart 

surgeries 15 years apart, and had no less 

than three cancers over his lifetime. He 

had complications of these illnesses, 

bringing him close to death on a number 

of occasions over the years, but he 

seemed to doggedly shrug these off and 

bounce back to his normal active life. 

Sadly, his last cancer was aggressive and 

insurmountable, but he bore his last 

illness with his usual stoical and 

positive attitude. He died on 22nd 

January 2017, aged 79 years. He will be 

greatly missed, and is survived by his 

wife Pauline, daughter Emma, son Paul, 

and grandson Joe.

Dr Philip Michael Tombleson
Dr Philip Michael John Tombleson MBE FRCGP (P1951-55),  
by his brother Michael Tombleson (P1967-72) 
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Tim and I first met when we 

started at our Prep School - 

Fernden, near Haslemere - in 

1941 (which is 76 years ago!) and agreed 

that we had been extraordinarily 

fortunate to go both there, and to our 

second school, Aldenham. Our 

Housemaster, William (Bill) Kennedy had 

had his career as a Schoolmaster cut 

short by World War II, when he served 

several years with the Army in India. 

At Aldenham, Tim’s achievements 

were truly remarkable - in both School 

work, and especially Sports. He was 

selected for the 1st XI at the age of 15, 

and ended up as Captain of the 1st XI 

Cricket, Captain of the 1st XI Football, 

and finally School Captain of Aldenham. 

In 1949, I left Aldenham to go with 

my family to a ‘new life’ in Australia, the 

birthplace of my mother. No sooner had 

I left Aldenham than my friend Tim 

became more fortunate than ever! Our 

Housemaster had then appointed a very 

professional (and also very beautiful) 

Assistant Matron in McGill’s by the 

name of Joan Rooke. Their meeting was 

later to become the start of Tim and 

Joan’s very happy married life for more 

than 60 years. 

For 30 of these years, I lived and 

worked far away in Australia, and then 

Hong Kong, but on my return to the UK, 

I had the delight of renewing my 

friendship with Tim (and also Bill 

Kennedy), and also with a younger 

Aldenhamian, Bryan Robson (M1949-53).
First and foremost, Tim was a real 

gentleman, in every sense of the word. 

Tim was also a modest man. At both of 

Tim Law (M1945-51)
our schools, one of the worst things one 

could do was to boast (in schoolboy 

parlance, ‘swank’); Tim achieved a lot in 

his life, but he was never a ‘swank’! 

Tim was also a man of passion. He 

had a real passion for sports, and one 

that he and I especially shared, for 

cricket. Thanks to Tim, as a proud 

longterm member of the MCC, I have 

such warm memories of watching Test 

Matches at Lords with him.

Tim’s deepest feelings were his love, 

and his loyalty, and his pride in his 

beloved wife Joan, and his family - 

Amanda, Victoria and Justin - and also 

his three grandchildren. Dear Tim, I speak 

for all of us when I say that it has been a 

great joy and a privilege to have known 

you all these years. Dear chap, we miss 

you already - may you rest in peace. 

from Robert Gardiner (M1945-49)

I was very sad to miss Tim’s Service of 

Thanksgiving – I simply didn’t know 

that he had died – and the same thing 

happened when Joan died – both in The 

Telegraph but not The Times I fancy.

 Apart from the three major sports at 

Aldenham, squash could be added to his 

sporting talents.

Ian James Evans (B1946-51), when 

House Captain of Beevor’s , and a 

contemporary of Tim’s, knew him as TJ 

when he was House Captain of McGill’s, 

whilst he was known by Tim as IJ.

I would see Tim at Lord’s, sometimes 

with Justin his son, most years but not 

this one and perhaps he was too near 

the end to make the trip. I was a new 

boy in McGill’s in September 1949 and I 

recall attending a new boys’ tea party 

with my parents when we were 

introduced to the House Staff – a new 

pretty Matron was starting that term 

namely Joan Rooke and I used to tease 

Tim that I had known his wife to be 

longer than he had – well at least an 

hour or two.

From Richard Blake (M1949-53)

I was very junior to Tim and although  

I knew him in later years when we 

both played hockey for the OAs, I do 

not consider myself to have been in a 

sufficient position to be able to write a 

personal tribute. In those days we had 

fagging, ‘boyeing’ as it was known at 

Aldenham, and no doubt I made a good 

job of cleaning his football boots!

 Tim was an icon. He was a brilliant 

games player, being the very best at 

cricket, football, hockey and fives. As far 

as I can remember he played for the first 

team at everything when only 16, and 

then went on to captain them all.

 On top of all that, he was Captain of 

McGill’s for a long time and then School 

Captain. His love life must have matured 

at Aldenham as, unknown to any of us, 

he left and married our pretty blond 

under-matron, Joan Rooke.

 He had a very successful career with 

Boots the Chemists Ltd where he was 

the director responsible for purchasing. 

By my reckoning, the very core of that 

famous company’s operations.

From Keith Dallas (M1949-52)

Ron Algie

We were very sorry to hear, via 

New Zealand, of the death of 

Ron Algie (CR 1985-91). Ron 

was working in Karachi at the time of 

his death on 18th December 2016, and 

was buried there. He was 68. During his 

time at Aldenham Ron was Head of 

Classics, and the third Housemaster of 

School House from 1989-91. He was a 

true gentleman with a self deprecating 

sense of humour, he was always 

immaculately dressed with a 

handkerchief in his top pocket and 

frequently wore a rose in his button hole.

Ron moved to Allhallow’s School in 

Dorset and remained there until the 

school was closed in 1998. Ron and his 

wife Helga then moved around the 

country to various schools until Ron 

went overseas and taught first in Doha, 

and then in the British Overseas School 

in Karachi where he was Head of Arts. 

We send our condolences to his wife 

Helga and family in the UK and to his 

sister in New Zealand.
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David Chaventre

Robert Fielder

Born in Bexhill-on-Sea on 13 May, 

1917 during WW1, his father was 

a rubber planter and the family 

lived in the Federated Malay States, 

what is now Malaysia and his mother 

returned home for the birth.

Robert lived in Malaysia and had a 

lifelong dislike of thunderstorms 

because of his experiences there. Aged 8 

he was sent to a boarding prep school in 

the UK and returned home to see his 

parents just once a year. 

Unfortunately, his father became ill 

in Malaya and died when Robert was 12. 

He then went to Aldenham in 1931. He 

made the Hockey First XI age 16 so he 

was an excellent young sportsman and 

in his spare time he collected birds eggs. 

In 1934 after 3 years at Aldenham the 

money ran out and he had to leave. A 

family friend offered him 2 choices ‘I 

can get you into Banking or Insurance’. 

Robert chose Banking and joined what 

was then the National Provincial Bank.

Robert was an excellent golfer with 

handicap 5, he would cycle to the  

golf course every day after work and 

play a round. 

When war broke out in 1939 he 

joined the Royal Artillery, 143 Field 

Regiment equipped with 25 pounders, 

rising to rank of Captain. During the war 

he was briefly stationed in Iceland and 

often regaled his family with stories of 

the incredible fishing which he loved.  

He landed in Normandy D +3. 

In 1943, at a military party, he met 

Peggy and just 6 months later they 

married. After the war ended they lived 

in Tunbridge Wells and then 

Hildenborough. Sadly, their first child 

Penny passed away after 6 weeks with  

a lung complication.

Then Robin came along and 18 

months later Michael. While the 

children were small he studied for his 

banking qualifications. In retail banking 

the family was moved around, initially 

living in Tonbridge, and then Bath before 

moving to Aldwick, near Bognor Regis in 

1960. The family have lived in that same 

house for 57 years.

With a young family Robert found 

less time to play golf and instead spent 

most of his spare time fly fishing. A few 

hours on the River Test was his idea of 

paradise. 

At the house in Aldwick they had a 

lovely garden which they both tended 

with love and affection. Fresh home 

grown runner beans were always  

a great treat.

He continued his career with the NP 

Bank and left following the merger with 

Westminster Bank when he was 60. Still 

with plenty of energy he joined a firm  

of London stockbrokers commuting to 

London each day. He retired aged 65  

and spent his retirement gardening  

and fly fishing.

He wanted to live to be a 100 telling 

his doctors, ‘Whatever you do keep me 

going to 100’. He made it and passed 

away 3 weeks later.

He was married to Peggy for almost 

74 years who survives him together with 

their two sons, Robin and Michael.

Tribute to David Chaventré (M1943-37) by his cousin  
Robin Chaventré (M1949-52)

David loved sport and although 

hampered by arthritic knees was 

still playing bowls up to his 

unexpected death on the 26th September 

2016 aged 86. 

David rose to the rank of Lieutenant 

whilst completing his National Service, a 

rare achievement. Having been coached 

by ‘Sarge’ Buckingham at Aldenham he 

boxed successfully for his Battalion. 

He played cricket for Aldenham, Mill 

Hill and Wembley and who else could 

have named his basset hound after  

one of his cricketing heroes, Sobers. 

Being a born salesman, David soon 

found after National Service that 

qualifying to be a solicitor was a waste 

of his time, so started his selling career 

by joining Electrolux, and quickly won  

a best salesman award by selling their 

new cylinder vacuum cleaner to 

customers, as well as to all his family 

and friends, saying it would last a 

lifetime. Mine is still going strong!

Robin Fielder (SHE1961-66) sent the following obituary for 
his father, Robert Fielder (SHE1931-34):

David was looking forward to reaching 

his 90th birthday, but he is not the first 

cricketer to get to 86 and dream of his 

century, only for the cricketing gods to 

decide it was time to give him out. But 

86 is not a bad score!

David was very much a family man 

and is survived by Phyllis, his two 

daughters Claire and Denise, his sister 

Yvonne, and his grandchildren Joe, 

 Jack and Marianne. 

Robert and Peggy the day after their 

wedding - 26th July 1943
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George Shapland Smith (SHO1937-9) 
has died aged 94. Following his short 

time at Aldenham, Smith went on to 

serve in World War 2. 

George Philip Shapland 
Smith
His daughter, Linda Seymour said:  

‘I remember him talking about the  

time he was one of a small group of  

boys selected to meet the Kennedy 

family, who I believe were living  

nearby when Joe Kennedy was the 

American Ambassador’ when he was  

at Aldenham. 

Nick Maude (SH1984-9)
As a child there are some teachers that 

stand out, that make that lasting 

impression and Chris Arkell was 

definitely one of those. Remembering 

him brings a huge smile to my face. He 

was quite honestly my favourite 

teacher! Not that I remember his lessons 

to be fair (my memory is fading fast SH 

1984-1989) but it was his humanity and 

his unique ability to be able to read, 

understand and communicate with us 

mischievous children. He was also very 

complimentary towards my early 

attempts at “acting”, so he also had 

great taste!

Tony Bingham (P1963-67 & Governor 
2016-Present)
I was privileged to know Chris when I 

was in Paull’s. I don’t think I was ever in 

his form but I remember him very well 

as an enthusiastic master in charge of 

various sports teams, particularly 

hockey, squash and fives. He was 

certainly a formative influence on me  

as I progressed through various hockey 

teams. I remember him leading and 

often joining in Colts hockey practice 

games with great energy and no little 

skill. He was always very approachable 

and supportive and was a fine example 

of how to play team games in the right 

spirit. At fives and squash he was no less 

enthusiastic, seemingly always very 

willing to join in a friendly game when 

there was a spare afternoon. In my last 

year I was appointed Keeper of the 

Squash Courts and he was the Master  

Chris Arkell 
In Charge; I don’t know who was more 

surprised. We had many enjoyable 

games of squash in the name of 

practice; neither of us was a classic 

player but we made up for our relative 

lack of skill with great commitment and 

a love of friendly competition. Chris is 

one of the Masters that I will remember 

most fondly and I was always pleased to 

see him at school gatherings after I left.  

David Mead (CR1982-2010)
I was a teaching colleague of Chris’s  

in the early 1980’s. He could be quite  

a daunting character to a new teacher  

at first however that view softened 

considerably once you got to know him.

I had connections with the family 

through Camp Aldenham and although 

Chris did not work at Camp he was 

always very supportive of the concept.

He was very proud of the school and 

in particular the school grounds, 

something in which he took a keen 

interest.

I have many memories of him 

however there is one in particular that 

for some reason I always remember.

Chris and I were talking outside the 

Dining Room when he spotted someone 

cutting across the grass heading for 

Beevor’s House, this was not allowed for 

pupils. Chris bellowed “Get off the Grass 

now”, as the culprit heard the message 

and turned around we both recognised 

him as not a pupil but a new, young 

member of staff. Not knowing quite 

what to do the new teacher did as he 

was told and headed for the path. 

Without embarrassment Chris 

continued our discussion. I never knew 

if the two of them ever talked about the 

incident to each other.

Mark Bond (K1968-73)
It is with deep regret that I heard the 

news that Chris Arkell had died. Indeed, 

a true loss and the end of an era for 

sure. For me, his main influence was not 

in the classroom or even as a 

Housemaster but as a leader on SPROC 

summer camps and arduous training. It 

was there he taught me leadership, 

positive thinking and get the job done 

no matter what the conditions. On one 

occasion in The Cairngorms one of the 

chaps got severe exposure and Chris, or 

Mr Arkell at the time and I slogged back 

to the main camp for further assistance 

having left them main group in a bothy 

on the mountain. We too were both 

pretty tired but we kept each other going 

with stories and chatted all the way. At 

the end of it, it was as though we had 

both passed a rite of passage together 

and privately shared the moment. A 

great man. Please feel free to share my 

thoughts and wishes with the family in 

what I am sure will be a large 

contribution from OAs who were 

touched by this man.

George died on the 29th November  

2016 following a short illness. ‘Despite 

being at Aldenham only two years, the 

School provided him with a good 

grounding later on in life, and he was 

known as a true gentleman in a modern 

world’, Linda wrote. Our condolences  

to his family. 

There will be a second, larger tribute 
to Chris Arkell in the next edition of 
the OA Review. Please contact  
oas@aldenham.com if you would like 
to share your stories with us.



Saturday 25th November at Aldenham School

6.15pm Drinks Reception in The Apthorp Room of The Wells Centre with 
entertainment

7.30-11.00pm Dinner in the Dining Hall

Principal Guest and Speaker The Headmaster, James Fowler MA

Tickets: £50 PER PERSON (OA Society members & guest)

£40 per person for those 25 or under on the day of the Dinner

£55 per person for Non-members of the OA Society 

The OA Society will subsidise members and their partner  

Price will include pre-dinner drinks, wine with dinner & coffee with mints. 

There will be a cash bar for additional wine & soft drinks as required – Wine  
£10 per bottle

For booking details see p.40

OA ANNUAL DINNER 2017


